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Egyptian Music Camp
Shrieking.
Plans Reunion Of
Former Enrollees

Strauss Turned
Down By Senate

The Egyptian Music Camp, nationally recognized Summer Workshop for Music students, is planning a reunion of all former
students on June 27th.
Each year. the Music Department of the Murray Wsman's
Club. holds eliminations to select
talent worthy of further study,
to attend the workship under
their sponsorship. The following
studenLs and the year in which
they were selected are as follows:
1952 -- Tommy Doran and Ruth
Rowland Holland.
1953 — Edward Ferguson. Margaret Atkins Elder
1954 — Charlene Robinson, Clarice Rohwedder
1955 — Nancy Sykes, Lochie
Bell Oveity
1956 — Dianna Story, Donna
Ruth Grogan
1957 - 1958 — No selections
made
1959 — Eddie Lee Grogan, Sandra Smith
The students, by virtue of having attended the Music Camp,
are asked to take notice of the
following letter received by Eddie
Lee Grogan:
To All Music Campers :
For the first time in the 18
years history of the Egyptian
Music Camp, we are siensoring
a reunion of all music campers
to be held at the music camp on
June 27th. All campers who have
attended the first, second and
third sessions of the camp, and
all campers in previous years are
invited to return to camp June
27th.
We will meet on the stage st
3 p.m. Saturday afternoon and
rehearse the Hallelujah Chorus
with Mr. Beckmeyer. conducting.
Saturday night, our finale to the
Messiah will be the singing
the Hallelujah Chorus, with the
combined group of former campers, eth week campers. church
choir groups, and woman's club
groups
As soon as you know whether
you can attend, write the music
camp. giving us your name and
telling us when you will arrive.
Also make it your responsibility
to notify all former campers that
they are invited to attend the
camp on June 27th. Girls may
wear formals, but it is not require .

galleries when the Senate's enly
By JOHN A. GOLDSMITH
wsman member, Sen. Margaret
riA United Press International
wWASHINGTON tile/ —The Sen- Chase Smith (R.-Maine), voted
ate rejected the nomination of against Strauss.
Sen. William Langer (R-N.D.)
Commerce Secretary Lewis L.
Strauss early todoy in the climax was the only other GOP member
to a bitter political right over his to vote no. Langer had announced
appointment. The vote was 49 to his vote in advance but 111:a.
Smith had been considered safely
46.
The Senate action automatically in the Strauss camp.
removed Strauss from the cabinet
post he has held since last November under a recess appoint41pent from President Eisenhower,
whs stood firmly behind him to
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Stars
the end.
The showdown came shortly of the theatrical world today
after midnight in a marathon mourned the death of Ethel Barsession marked by charges and ryrnore. the last of America's
counter-charges and a dramatic royal family of the theater.
Miss Barrymore, who would
race against time by some Republican senators to get hack for Irave been 80 Aug. 15, died at
her Beverly Hills home in her
the vote.
Only two Republicans deserted sleep Thursday from a heart ailtheir party ranks to oppose Meat. She had been bedridden
*rains but they were enough to for about a year.
Tentative funeral plans called
swing the decision. They joined
47 Demsicrate in opposition to the Sot Roman Catholic services Sunnomination. Fifteen Democrats and day or Monday with burial at
31 Republicans voted to confirm Calvary Cemetery in the same
crypt with the remains of John
Strauss.
It was the first time in 34 and Lionel Barrymore.
In New York, the lights of the
years that the Senate had rejected
a presidential appointee to the Ethel Barrymore Theatre were
cabinet. Charles Beecher Warren, dimmed for five minutes before
nominated by President Coolidge the start of an evening perform1925 to be attorney general. ance Thursday night.
"She was one of the most
Ø
Was the last previous nominee
beautiful women of the theater,"
rejected.
said Billie Burke, widow of sin:v.-Eighth Appointee Rejected
Strauss. former chairman of the man Florenz Ziegfeld and a
Atomic Energy Commission, was longtime fern actress. "We have
the eighth presidential appointee been through a lot tDgether. I
to fail to get Senate confirmation have abways been devoted to her,
and so was Flo."
In the nation's history.
"The, first lady of the Asneri:
He took the Senate verdict
-calmly in his office at the Com- can theater is gone." raid Charles
merce Department. An aide said Brackett, prominent movie proaccented the defeat "with not ducer. "'Her accomplishment of
whimper." In a statement issued stage and screen was glorious,
before he retired to his hotel. and her contribution to 1,Ffe was
Strains said: "I leave with.confid- even greater."
Actor-singer Frans Sinatra said
ence that history will be just."
The White House was advised of "I don't know what to say. She
the outcome immediately. Press was a great lady "
Broadway actress Judith AnSecretary James C Hagerty said.
"we'll have no comment at this derson wept when she learned
the news.
time."
"There is a new star in the
Cordially yours,
But embittered Republicans had
and the glory of the ,
harsh words. Sen. Hugh Scott sky .
Egyptian Music Camp
who led the fight for the heavens is my infinite sorrow,"
1
iw-Pa
Irl-year old Strauss. said: "a band she quoted
A. T. Atwood
,M /S5 Barrymore's last profesof bitter mm have brought porn-sional
appearance
was
in
a
1957
honored
upon
an
Director
cal execution
TV 9pectacular. Her son, Samuel
public servant."
The Music Department wishes
Sen Bourke Hickenlo.per (R- Colt, was at her bedside when that those students listed above
Iowa) termed the outcome "a she died as was her nurse, Anna will make an effort to attend
this reunion. There will be an
tragedy of the greatest degree," Ailbert.
Mies Barrymnre was born Aug. expected crowd of 4.000 attending.
end "an inexcusable affront" He
15,
1879.
in
Philadelphia, the For those acc:mpanying the group
suggested it would keep able men
from accepting government posts. child of a theatrical family Her there will be an admission charge
Personal Reagens Cited 'hither was *Maurice Barrymore of $l 00 made to hear the Messiah
The Republicans generally and her mother Geergianna Drew on Saturday night.
agreed that Strauss lost for per- Barrymore. They headed a stock
sonal reasons The Dernocrits had cernpany. Her uncle was theater
charged that he was contemptuous immortal John Drew,
of Congress. took a high-handed
attitude toward governmental affairs and could net be trusted by
the legislative branch.
Firemen were called to 902
His supporters praised Strauss
GENEVA (199 —The Rig Four
Poplar yesterday, the home of a
tie an able and courageous public
Mr. Cherry, at 9:00 a.m to exofficial who had served under four foreign ministers conference collapsed today. East and West tinguish a fire which apparently
prsidents. starting with Herbert
agreed only to recess until mid. originated in the basement of the
Mover. They said the oppositton
Juts and then try again for a
home.
came from people who opposed
peare settlement
Fire Chief Flavil Robertson said
his conservative philosophy.
the cause of the blaze was unInformed source!' said Commerce
known The family was absent
ATTEND MEETING
undersecretary Frederick M. Muelfrom the home at the time of the
ler.'a furniture manufacturer from
The West Kentucky Optometric fire.
Grand Rapids. Mich., recently won
The blare started in the baseSenate confirmation as undersec- Society held it's summer dinner
and business meeting at the Ken- ment, Chief Robertson said, burnretary without difficulty.
through a basement door and
All four of the Senate's potential tacky Dam Village on Tuesday ed
Democratic presidential candidates night at 6 30. Among those at- entered the ground Sloor of the
esseed against Strauss. They were tending were, Dr_ and Mrs. H B. home. The fire then gutted the
filrmocratic Leader Lyncien R. ' Bailey. Dr and Mrs. Louis Ryan interior, and apparently went out
by itself as oxygen was consumed.
Johnson (Tex.) and Sens. Hubert and Dr. 0. C. Wells Sr.
Both trucks answered the call
H. Humphrey (Minn.). Stuart
and the booster tanks were used
Symington (Mo.) and John F.
to extieuish the remainder of the
Kennedy (Maxis).
blaze in the basement.
The Senate chamber was silent
Extensive heat and smoke damfor the historic roll call. There
age occurred during the blaze_
was a loud "oh" from the packed
Mr Cherry is a field man for
the Kentucky Central Life Insurance Company.
The fire was reported by the
driver of a radio cab who saw
smoke pouring from the house.
Linnet! Press internatleasi

a

Firemen Answer
Call Thursday

Bulletin

Weather
Report

REVIVAL IN PROGRESS

Southwest Kentucky — Paitly
clreely with little change in temperatures today and tonight High
today in low Res, low tonight upper 50 Satureday partly cloudy
and a tittle warmer. Few showers in the afternoon or evening.
in mid Ns..
Temperatures at 5 a. m CDT:
Covington 51, Bowling Green 58,
Paducah 84, Louisville 53, Lexington 55, London 50 and Hopkinsville 57.
Evansville, Incl., 59

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100
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Mourn Death Of
Ethel Barrymore

3CEAN SPRAY

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, June 19, 1959

IN OUR 80th YEAR

United Press International

OPEN WINNER —Billy t. per
gives out with a big smile at
Winged Foot Country club in
Mamaroneck, N. Y., after winsting National Open. He shot
72 holes in 282, two over _.
Far

-

-

—
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revival is now in progrese
at the Bethel Methodist Church
two and one-half miles northeast
of Murray and will continue
through Sunday, June 28.
Services are being held each
evening at 7:45. Rev, Paul Phillips, associate pastor of the Broadway Methodist Church in Paducah, is the speaker
The public is cordially Invited
to attend.

Cursing Lone. Is
Placed In Mental Hospital

By JACK V. FOX
United Press International
BATON ROUGE, La. (UPI) —
Cos% Earl Long, seized by deputies and ci.manitted on his wife's
warrant in one of the wildest
days in Louisiana's turbulent pelaical history, was behind insane
asylum bars in his home state
today.
Shrieking and cursing. Long
was intercepted just three miles
outside this capital after he had
freed higneeff from a New Or !cans hespital, declared
he was
the governor "right now," and
roared off in a state highway patrol car for Baton Rouge to entrench himself in office,
The silver-ha.ired Long, 83,
gave a piercing hog call, "Whooeee." and yelled "God Dam, God
damn," as officers took him away
to the Southeastern State Hospital at Mandeville, La., to be held
"indefinitely."
Lortg's violent removal from
power stunned the people of
Louisiana as nothing had dime
since his elder brother, Huey
Kingf,sh Long was assassinated
in a corridor of the Capitol in
1935.
Remains Governor In Name
Long remained governor in
name today. The state constitu-

Chief Marr, Sergeant
Weeks Return
From Meeting
Chief of Police Charlie Marr
and Sergeant Barney Weeks of
the city police force have returned
from Ashland, Kentucky where
they attended the Kentucky Peace
Officers Association.
Both Chief Marr and Sergeant
Weeks were named as directors
of the organization.
The association publishes a magazine which all members receive
monthly and also it supports
several boys clubs over the state.
Peace officers from aver the
state attended the meeting.

Art Show Still On
In College Gallery
An art show of Graphics by
the Brooklyn Society of Artists
Incorporated is haw on exhibit
in the Mary Ed Mecoy Halt Art
GaLlory at Murray State College.
The stens' began June 15 and
will continue until June 25
Works in the !thew, which wept
done by 25 artists include etchings, engravings. lithegraphs, serigraphas, and weocieuts.
Prices which range from $15$45 are posted f,r .•ach of the
pieces.

Cooper And Morton
Vote For Strauss
WASHINGTON inn —Kentucky
Senators John Sherman Cooper
and Thruston B. Morton voted
Thursday for the nomination of
Lewitt L. Strauss as secretary of
commerce which the Senate rejected by a 49-48 vote
Co per and Morton were among
31 Republicans voting for the
nomination.

City Police Arrest
Two Here Yesterday
City Police reported today that
two arrests were made yesterday.
One person was arrested on a
driving while drunk charge and
another for drunkeness
They both pled guilty and were
fined and released.
,

Hazel WOW Camp
Meets Last Night
The Hazel W.O.W. Camp 138
met last night in the Woodmee
Hall with Consul Commander Carman Parks presiding. There wers
several members present and tee ,
visitors, District Manager James
Parker and Doyce Morris of Camp
592 in Murray.
A number of business items
were acted, upon and the' Came
elected to send the Hazel B.O.W.
to a major league baseball game
in St. Louis as a summer outing.
Gerald Paschall and Joe Johnson
were mourned as alternate members
of the scrapbook committee.
The name of James Dunn was
called for the $20 door prize but
he was not present Refreshments
were served after the meeting
adjourned.

Attempt Made To
Cut West Rights
In Berlin Today

tion provides a governor remains
in office until death, resignati
or impeachment.
Lt. Gov. Lether Frazar will resume the post of acting governor
he has held since Long was taken
fpreibly to a hespital in Galveston, Tex., 20 days ago. Long
is serving his third term as geverne and had been preparing to
et—
rerign so he could run a fourth
By STEWART HENSLEY
ko has not accepted the Western
time.
United Press International
proposals even as a basis for
Long left the Ochsner FounGENEVA (UPI -- Soviet Pre- discussion. Furthermore, the Sodation Hospital in New Orleans
mier Nikita Khrushchev launch- viet position as put forward this
late Thursday in a state police
ed a new attempt to undercut afternoon by Mr. Gromyko, coucar.
Western rights in Berlin today. pled with Mr. Khrushchev's speAn 80-mile-an-hour race up
The Western 'foreign ministers ech. has given no hope to the
the "Airline Highway" along the
here
turned down his Western delegations."
Mistessippi from New Orleans to
Withheld Decision
proposal.
Baton Rouge between Long and
But until the Westerners had
Khrushchev proposed to drop
his wife, Blanche, follnwed, and
his immediate takeover time limit given their reply personally to
kept the whole state government
on Berlin if the West would give Gromyko at a later Big Four
in suspense. Mrs. Long won by
East Germany in a peace treaty. sessiiee they kept secret their
just enough margin to sign the
The Western ministers. after decision whether to go on with
FRANKFORT (UPI) — The
corninitment warrant authorizing
the new Red propos- the conference.
sheriff's deputies of East Baton State Department of. Fish and censidering
Khrushchev, speaking in Mosfor an hour, declared it raises
Rouge Parish to nab her hus- Wildlife Resources Thursday re- al
cow, delivered a personal plea to
ported an upsurge of fishing at "fl new hopes."
band.
Faced with western determina- keep the current Big Four foreign
Lake Cumberland
when- the
Charged Political Plot
Geneva Big Ftur ministers' conference going here
Tee wild-eyed Long had accus- white bass 'are reported biting. tion to end the
They were being taken by cast- !foreign ministers' parley unless despite six weeks of deadlock. He
ed his wife and political enemies
!Russia gives a positive answer added that a summit conference
of pletting against hien and there ing the jumps in the late aftercemprernise of- would be even mire necessary if
was fear of what he might do in noon rid by still fising with to the We-'t's last
the present talks fail.
revenge if he reached his office minnows at night off the deep fer. Khrushchev broached his
ef,
pe
;
reechthw
eafsortaiig
be
re just
u
an
and tried to use his power as banks. Black base also are being plan in a Mescew speech.
hour before
foreign ministers
Get Both Plans
commander of the state police taken by casting deep-running
Simultaneouelv. Soviet Fereien sent int,a showdown secret sesand the Louisiana National ky pcints at night. A great many
sion during which the West
lures off the deep banks and roe- Minister Andrei Gninyko deGuard hopes to get a positive answer to
A hastily appointed coroner's crappie were being caught at livered a fennel plan to the
latest Berlin peace plan or go
secret itsigne
Western
ministers
at
a
depths
of
up
to
30
feet
but
they
commitment cummission, contestBig Four session. The Westerners
ing if Coroner Chester Williams were mostly email.
Let's
discuss
everything,
At Dale Melee.. white bass retieed at once to study t and
and Dr- Stachrnan Wyatt, examKhrushchev said in another one
ined Long in the back seat of the were being taken off the eleep Khrusbehev's laeech.
Just before 4 p. m. 11 a. m. of his remote control dipkimaric
wh,te Ford after he was stopped banks and rocky points by minmoves obvieuely beamed at Geand taken to the East Baton new fiehing at night. Black bass MI', Western ep.keserfren told
neva.
were being taken in the early neWifilell here:
Rouge Parish courthouse.
Suggests Full Debate
The commissien declared Long morning and late evening by fly - "It is underetoed that Groeny"Let's %Neigh all the pros and
Was suffering from paranoia and fisteng and casting surface lures.
eens- The establishment of the
Black bass rated the top spot
scheephrenia.
exact period fir writing a cerA crowd of more than 300 ga- at Kentucky Lake biting large'y
man peace treaty a•ori enaing
thered around the courthouse as by fly fishing and casting surface
'Pterfern rktilis lit saint, is by
the governor was examined. When lures in the early minting A
far not the main question.
he was pulled out of the high- good many striped bass were
"The most important thing Is
way patrol car and put in the taken at Eggners Ferry Bridge at
Dennis Tayler, City Park Di- Iii agree on the problems on gendeputies' car with four husky night on minnows and casting.
rector issued the following an- eral principle:
,."
Dewey Lake reported catches
officers, there were cries of "no,
nouncement this morning in reKhrushchev did not specifically
no, they can't do that to the of good iezed crappie in the ingard to the operation of the Mur- withdraw the idea of a time limgi,vernor.”
lets and off the deep banksray City Park
it for the West to get out of
mostly
at
night.
One man was arrested for getThe park is supervised so that Berlin. He said this is inevitable
Herrington
t,ng too close to the car.
Lake P}Ilrees reslow fishing generally as many people as poseible can and he noted that the West's oriState police threw a heavy cor- ported
use the facilities in an orderly ginal peace plan for all Germany
don around the state hospital at some white Miss teeng taken in
manner.
provided f.1- German reunificaMandeville an hour before the the pumps and by minnow fish1 ,on, and thus withdrawal, withTennis Program
governor was whisked through its ing at night A few black bass
The Tennis Program at the in a 2'2 year time limit.
were being caught by fieh,ng with
gates.
Geneva diplomats believed
UPI
Correspondent William crawfish muff the deep banks at Murray City Park got off in a
big way with 50 plus girls re- Khrushchev launched his conciliCook gained entrance to the hes- night.
atory declaration to shake the
porting for lessorn.
pita! and was told that Long was
ministers from
their
This program is an added feat- Western
MEET !ONUS .
"angry and hard to handle."
ure which has been put in this agreed determination to pack up
Dr. Charles Belcher, aseistant
year esipecialiy fir girls ages 10 and go home ussless Soviet Forsupervisor, said the gevernor was •
thru 17. Classes are being taught t.gn Minister Andrei Gromyko
in a room by hirnseLf which had ,
from 9 till 11 and 2 till 4. Only gave. a hopeful reaction to the
been until recently a storeroom.,
a few places are left, if you're Western compromise plan.
He was under "constant atteninterested in this —program, get
tion," Belcher said Fu ur doctorin touch with Dennis Tayl.e.
exarmined him.
Park DirectorReserving Park Areas
More than 1,000 people have
used some park facility this week
far their pleausre or conviencc
This means a thousand people
who have to be cleaned up after
LINUS
If' they did not use their park
in the way it should be used. All
Woodrow Riciunan was installLanus is Lucy's baby brother areas are cleaned daily for your
ed as the new president of the
who finds security in sucking. his use. Please help us by useing
Civitan Club last night at the
thumb and holding a blanket the containers placed for your
Ronnie Lee Dowdy, age 10,
Kentucky Colenel in an installsageinst his face. He craves inde- waste. If you expect to have a died this morning at 2:30 o'clock
it n ceremony presided over by
for
pendence, only te be utterly baffl- place
yisur picnic at any giv- at his home on Murray route five.
Paul Hale of Hoplcinsville Hale
ed when he finds it. And his en time, you should call PL 3- He has been ill the past four
is the pest Governor of the Val3232 between the hours of 11 and months.
ley Distrit-t of Civitan Interna- occasional flashes of competence
bring added laughs to PEANUTS, - each day except Saturdays and
Survivors include his parents
tional.
that delightfully funny comic strip Sunday to make reservations.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Dowdy of
Other officers installed were;
Areas Available For Play
appearing in the Ledger & Times
Murray route five; grandparents
John L. Witiliams-vive-preside_nt,
All peeple are welcome to use Mr and Mrs. Edward Dowdy of
beginning Monday.
W. 0, Presson-Secretary, Ivan
the play areas available at the Murray route five H. T. Kendall
Johnson-treasurer, and Richard
Murray City Park. The Tennis of Murray route two and Mrs.
NOTICE
Denton-Sergeant-at-arms.
courts will be reserved for les- . Ola Kendal! of Minneapolis, MinEukley Roberts was placed on
There will be a hornecerning Ions frem 9-11 and
2-4 each day ticee.a: a great grandfather Lee
the board of directors for a three at the Stewarts Cemetery on Sunexcept Fridays, Saturdays and Been. two sisters Carolyn and
year term and Rev. T. A. Thack- day. June 20th 1959. The cemeSundays. All other times will be. Debora, and two brothers Kener was installed as Chaplain. The tery is located one mile south
open for public use. The courts neth and John.
other members if the board of u4 Dexter.
are lighted for night use.
Rimnie attended the Cherry
directors arc James Coleman and
This will be an all day meetBaseball diamonds may
be Corner Baptist Church and proThomas Jones.
ing with dinner on the ground used,
weather permitting, any- fessed faith in Christ in the hostime that the baseball association pital in Nashville He was too ill
does not have a practice schedule to undergo baptism,
or on afterneons before a game
The funeral will be held at the
that night. Read your local pa- Cherry Corner Baptist Church
pets for the schedule of these with Rev. R. J. Burope and Pm
events.
Nerman
Culpepper
officiating.
Basketball goals are available at Cempletv arrangements have not
all times for persons who would been made as yet. Burial wel
like to try this game. Horseshoes be in the Hicks cemetery,
for pitching have been provided
Friends may call at the Max
with three sets of posts. Young H. Churchill Funeral Koine until
and old can play this game. Vol- the funera! heur.
leyball will be made available
fie your pleasure in the near future. All park areas have been
mowed so that anyone can play
rn st anywhere. Use your parks
and lets build a better park_

Black Bass Rate
On Kentucky Lake

Park Program
Unciers,ay, Tennis
Classes Taught

Ten Year Old
Boy Dies Early
This Morning

Woodrow Rickman
Installed As
Civitan President

ACTUAL FLYING SAUCER -It's Britain's "Hovercraft," actually a flying saucer type craft, making
its public debut at East Cowes on the Isle of Wight. A four-bladed axial fan whooshes It up as
much as 18 inches above surface of land or sea. The Saunders-Roe company, which made It, has
a 40-ton model in the works. This one, which moves in any direction, has a 43.5- hp engine.

t

The oldest geographical research
institution in the U.S. is the
American Geoglraphical Society,
which was established in 1852.
America's first agricultural fa
held in Pittsfield, Mass.
1810.
was
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President Ike Always Liked Mickey Vernon For His Good
Clinch Hitting And Now Haney Shares The Same Sentiments
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Braves never needed hitting more I streak, 7-6; the Orioles downed major league debut, hit homers
By MILTON RICHMAN
than they did Thursday night the Tigers, 7-6, and the Senators for the tribe.
United Press International
The Orioles came storming bsck
Mickey Vernon used to be Pres- when a loss to Los Angeles would beat the Athletics, 7-5.
ident Eisenh, wer's favorite ball; have dropped them out of first I Three errors by second baseman from a 6-1 deficit to beat the
2 games
player and n o w Fred Haney place in the National League for I Johnny Temple paved the way Tigers and climb within 24,
the first time since May 12.
for the Giants' victory over the of first place. Two-run homers
knows why.
So Haney inserted the 41-year, Reds. Orlando Cepeda rapped out by Gus Triandes and Chico CarThe President said he always
rasquel in the eiehth narrowed
liked him when he was with old Vernsn into Milwaukee's start- four of San Francisco's 15 hits.
Face limited the Cubs to three Detroit's lead to 6-5 and CarrasWashineton because Vernon al- ing line-up.
And the spindly American hits in five innings of relief to quel won the game in the ninth
ways "came through with a hit
League castoff didn't fail him, gain credit for the Pirates' tri- when he singled with the bases
when it was needed most.
And the shakey Milwaukee either. Vernon gut the first hit umph. The little Pittsburgh eeht- full for two rune.
and scored the first run of the hander now has won 16 in a row
Al Kathie of the Tigers suffered
•
game in the second inning and dating back to May of 1958. Bob a fractured cheekbone when struck
then teed off for a three-runt Skinner singled home the tie- by second baseman Bill Gardner's
ackstairs
The
homer in the third to pace the breaking run in the 13th inntne wild throw in the first innmg.
Braves to a 7-6 victory over the and Bill Virdon's sacrifice fly Kaline was operated on In a
hitishouse
Dodgers. The triumph . kept Mil- produced the insurance run.
Baltimore hospital and is expected
waukee a half-game ahead of San
to rejoin the Tigers in a few
Mantle Paces Tanks
By MERRIMAN SMITH
Francisco, which beat Cincinnati,
Mickey Mantles 10th inning days.
UPI White House Reporter
8-3.
Harmon Killebrew socked his
homer off White Sox reliever
WASHINGTON UPI - BackYankees to 23rd homer-ni_ving him within
the
led
Staley
Gerry
Braves Lead Endangered
stairs at the White House:
their 15th victory in the last 20 one game of Babe Ruth's record
President E.se nhovser %.s. drinkCr.indall also homered for games. It also moved them within pace-and Roy Sievers his fifth
Del
irag habits sometimes amaze th -se
Braves to help build a 7-0 a game of the fourth-place Tig- as the Senators handed the Athwho entertain far him-and dis- the
letics their fifth straight defeat. W
wheel was almost dissipated ers.
lead
courage the distillers.
Dodgers rallied for three ,Vic Wertz was the big gun
the
when
Certainly ne president in rein the fourth and Duke in Boston's win over Cleveland,
cent years has cared less about runs
a two-run homer in which still retained its Pi game
wh:skey. This is relatively un- Snider hit
lead over the second-place White
usuai in the saphietIcated cock- the sixth.
Relief ace Elroy Face racked Sox. Wertz belted a homer and a
tail soc.ety of a world captial.
11th straight victory with- el,uble and then sineled home the
Left to his own desices. Risen- up his
AIR CONDIIIUAlb
as the Pirates topped winning run in the eighth. Jackie
loss
a
out
is ,wer m.ght take a thin scotch
13 innings. The Jensen also homered for the Red
in
4-2,
Cubs.
the
but
and water befere dinner
and Phillies were not Sox while Woodie Held and rookie
that is abaut all. He doesn't drink Cardinals
ENDS
scheduled.
pitcher Larry Locke. making his
beers.
SATURDAY
In the American League. the
For the most part he passes up Yankees made it three in a row
Tenn.,
0000 nun TO LIGHT-The martins in Millington,
wine at banquets except for a over the White Sox. 5-4, in 10
place
good
a
is
only
eviaently think this traffic signal not
ceremonial sip When a toast
innings; the Red Sox snapped the
be light housekeeping.
to light but to park 89 well. Must
proposed. At a state banquet in Indians' seven - game winning
es_
the White H..teot fo- • visiting
potentate, he is sa r,(sr each wineUnited Press international
MOST DRAMATIC
:•• ire than been running an tvur or more
course but he doe
MOTION
arrived.
president.
the
I less. No when
taste them out ef
LEAGUE
NATIONAL
With a broad grin and no hint
Mrs.
wine is served whet h
W L Pct GB
of accusatian, the president said Team
...senhcwer dine ai.:ne,
38 27 .571
A deeply moving
Milwaukee
heard
be
cauld
in a voice that
54
The Giants walloped the Braves
36 28 .563
Francisco
San
of a truly
story
of
parts
quite distinctly in other
2
/
13 to 3 in the first round of the
34 30 .530 21
Sometimes, after a f/rmal dinremarkable family
golly, I'd say Pittsburgh
by
"well,
room,
the
2
30
action
last night and nor at the White House, when
34 32 .515
M. ane Mrs. Warren Sykes Prep League
Los Angeles
you've been drinking."
and a wonderful
32 31 .508
and Susan, and Mr. and Mrs. the Tigers edged past the Pirates the men leave the ladies brieLv
flabbergasted Chicago
somewhat
The
-gagiii
homily r41167
.460
34
29
Ralph Galismore visited Mr. and 6 to 5 in the second clash af the for cigars and leniors. EisenhoWCincinnati
reeponded with what pass.459 7
n.
er may take a creme de me.nthe guest
33
dog!
yeller'
'old
28
Mrs. Charlie Wicker in Paducah evieenvineg
Louis
St.
for a senile and said. "I'd say
2
/
Seven h.ts were allowed by frappe to carry arcund with him ed
23 37 383 111
Sunday afternoon. Mr. Jack Key
that you're right, Mr. President." Philadelph a
he talks with his guests.
Stubblefield who was the winning
Thursday's Results
returned home with them.
Tommy and Mike Jtinkins spent pitcher. All of the seven hits were
Pittsburgh 4 Chicago 2
Sunday night and Menday with sinoles and were scattered out
Former President Truman was San Francisco 8 Cincinnati 3
E.senteover has one ,sr two
one each to Wave stickmen:
Glynn Morris Orr.
openSy frank about his taste he Milwaukee 7 Los Angeles 6, night
favarite brands of scotch. Away
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Kennedy Whetherly. Spann, Parker. Miller,
drink, but because he was no
Only genies scheduled.
a
• frin the White House. his hets
sad sons spent Sunday with Mr. Williams. Thompson and Roberts.
hypoceite nor much of a volume
Teellay's Games
Miller gave up 10 hits to the usually have en-ugh of the stuff c nsurner
was Philadelphia at Chicago
sometimes
he
and Mrs. Tell Orr and sues.
to
float
Nautilus.
the
the
Graveside services were held Giants and was tagged with
blamed for much mare tippling PIttsburgh at St. Louis. night
There have been numerous ocat Paschall Cimetery Sunday at- loss. Sykes had four singles. KopCincinnati at Los Angeles. night
than he actually did casions where the president detern •in 5n- the infant ean of perud a pair and Fitts a double
Milwaukee at San Francisco, night
:iberately
delayed
his
was
arrival
in
Amer.ean
noted
very
A
and a single. Hendon also had two
M: and Mrs. Oval Brannon.
Saturday's Games
ta
ardor
the
reach
Wh:te
banquet
House
just
a
at
guest
Truman's
Mr. ard Mrs. Gas ion Paschall h:ts.
Philadelphia at Chicago
.n
time
dinner,
he
tus
By
leaving
the
evening.
ine
dinner
!Rag
In the clise second game both
ana tam iy of Dearborn, Mich.,
Pittsburgh at St. Lollls
h lets with a fine collection of own admission. he gut fairly luare visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ado!- squads drilled six hits. The Tigers
Cincinnati at Los Angeles, night
unopened
battles.
was
evening
These
frequentbricated before the
eihu • Pas:hall and farnily.
were led by Jerry Rose with tiro
San Francisco
ly are turned back to the hatel ever. His excu •e• next morrung Milwaukee at
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Beaty single sand Roberts with two
f
•r
credit-or
was
the
hosts hdist a as he nursed its hangover
and Jan from Texas spent Thurs. sinciles and a double. Foust cloutAMERICAN LEAGUE
Isse everting cup among them- that he was keeping
with the Team
W L Pct, GB
day and Friday with Mrs. Clara ed the only other hit. Roberts was
selves alter the president has cs- president "drink for drink."
33 25 _569
W.cker and Anci!.
T4,00ifskiiilor•
the winning pitcher.
Cleveland
parted,
2
/
11
33 28 .541
7"7 an.'! Mrs. Bardon Nance,
For the Pirates, the batting atThe truth was th.t Truman did Chicago
214
525
29
32
and Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Barrett tack was led by Lampkins with
not touch anything alcoholic the Baltimore
• Also 2nd Feature •
32 29 525 2Li
',pent Sunday aftern -on with Mr- two singles, a double by Nix risd
El enheae:
' ^.
au':k if entire evening. In fact, he hadn't Detroit
34) 29 506 3'4
and 'Mrs. Bill Barrett.
a single by Carraway. Jackson has .ng a dr Mt be: re lun7h as had a drink for s sale weeks. To New York
Alan Ladd in
Visiters in th: h me of Mrs. was the losing hurler.
26 31 456 61.4
many big Arn. Acans executives be hospitable, he had the White Kansas City
27 34 443 T'S
Eila 5iterre.s and family Sunday
do. N r does he drink after din- House btr:er fix a glass of Plain Washington
"WILD HARVEST" I
21 34 433 8
were Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
net-unless it is e most unusually gingera:e and said nothing about Boston
/rid S7nriy. Mr. and Mrs. Gaylue
Tbarsday's Results
um wont
feseve evening as Christmas or it
M• nos. Mr. atbd Mrs. hlarros
New York 5 Chicago 4. 10 Inns,
New Year's, or when he is the'
1224M7z aseeesearol
Jenk ns. 3.Ir and Mrs. Gearge
Boston 7 Cleveland 6
guest if a prey:dent or king in
Jenk as. Mr. arid Mr, R D. Key.'
6
Detest
7
Failtiniore
s•me fore.gn Eetting where to
..nd Mr. art'! Mr. Oman Paechall.
Washington 7 Kan City 5. night
n.ght, turn dcwn a dr.nk might seem
Psrk Leagse gamss
Bra. and Mrs- Bill Turner,
SIVII TIONATNII
Teday's Games
the Ori•dels slapped the Tigers out •-f place.
Steve and Brenda. Mr. and Mts.
Kansas C.ty at Baltimore. 2, tadA5 caoial as the president is
74 on the three hit pitching of
Dusk
Open 6:30 Ludic Mrarary and Shari n visited Faughn. Fox was the losing pitch- about his own taste in highbane
lisht - night
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Key Tuesday
Cleveland at New York, night
he's as perceptive as a ise di er
n.ght.
ohicago at Boston. night
The Tigers picked up only r-ven tector wIth fresh batteries whi •
Mrs Gearge Jenkins spent
TONITE & SATURDAY
Detroit at Washington, night
%.,,,th Mr.hits but two of them were ^xtra It comes to 9p...thug s• mem, wr
Thu:or:lay arid Friday
Saturday's Games
base clouts. Smith blasted a home may have overindulged slight,
* 2 ACTION HITS *
ind Mrs. Milford Orr,
Detroit at Washington
At a rather large party not to'
run and a double and J. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Foy
night
Baltimore,
at
City
Kansas
long
.
,
ag
Eisenhower
wa•
stopped
Tiger
slammed a triple If all the
and girls. and Mrs. Bess Paschall
I Cleveland at New York
FASTEN THAN "Ttellf
stickmen had connected like their by a man he kn.,ws w;•11 The
were dinner guest at Mr and
I Chicago at Boston
PARTEST OLtai AL ivE••1
pitcher. Fox surely would not cocktail sestion before' dinner had
Mrs. Caine! B yd and le,ns Sunhave been saddled with the IOU.
day.
Fox drilled a triple and a single.
Mrs. H7lice Grooms. Mrs NanTerhune also had a single.
me Paschall, and Mr, Berne
In the second game. the P;rates
Love
Tark ngt h
v. ited Mrs.
l
eaa
•MN
t6
bombed the Dothers with eight
Clara %%utter and family
riday
for extra hares.
them
of
five
hits.
m mint
OM&
ann. 11 to 8 triumph Num,
Mrs. Warren Syke and
can Ur
•
nt was the winning hurler and had
and Mrs
Rue-lph Key
and a single Caw hit a
Tuesday with Mrs D ug'ail- a double
home run. Colson a triple and
•
Ca••••••800.•
dyke.
Yer 1•OC
triple and a double
Vis.tsrs .n the h me of Mr West a
double for the losing
a
had
Imes
and Mr
AirsIsehus Paschall and
Dodgers while Bowerman ard Olifarroly Sunday were Mr
arri
PLUS
single. Hoke
Mrs L. W Paschai l and dauggh- ver . eacii tallied a
the
was
ter. Mr and
Max PaachalC
lit's 60 it fa
•laser.and „I tin. Mr and Mrs. R. D '
Key. Mr and Mrs. Ornsn Pasch:1:1
CUb8
and Mr and Mrs. Gayion PasMend
cti
Win
Mrs. Ina P-,schall arid D.nnie !
visited Mr- and Mr's. One Key
Sunday.
In the Lilo, League games last
Mn- Cis:. Ceic visited Mr. night the Reds defeated the AthJe,At Ken M,nciay mr,tr..ng.
:eters 9 jr, 7 and the Cubs shutout
Bro. irral Mrs, Te7ry S:lls and the Nati - mal.z 22 to 0 as Hogan•
girls spent Tuesday Mg,bt with camp barely missed a second no
Mr. and 'Mrs. Douglas Vandyke. hitter.
Pm*
MOS
Benda and Steve Turner are
Vichvell sialurig the.--bat f ,r• the
PULTON DORAN TOOMEY
4e-rid:rag th:, week with relatives Reds with four hits- J. Cohoon
a• Lynn Grove. Ky.
and Bailey had two each. Steve
SUNDAY thru TUES.
Br: Boyd Isecray we1
the Sexton and J Sararn•ns collected
pulpit at North F rk Sunday in three and two respectively for
!he absence of the pastor.
the 1 ese-r-s.
T
LOW-DOWN
Mr. and Mil. Gaylon 'Morris
Vance got a hit in the sixth
°s-re dinner guest e Mr. and inning to break up H gancamp's
Taylor It •ley" Sunday.
no hitter. It was the only hit
GIRLS
he all/wed as he struck out 13
Ikientists have d:scovered that men. He aid his own cause with
GET
IN THE WORLD OF SPORTS-Carlos Ortiz of Puerto the other to illustrate the five-Inning no-hitter
there are m •lccular differences a c-uple ii hits- Other Cubs with
•
of MusSegon, Mich., game he pitched against the Phillies in the
AROUND!
(left)
Lane
Kenny
jolts
Rico
between one crude oil and an- two hits were; Colesn, Thomas,
•
with a straight right in the first round of their Quaker city. The latter had the bases loaded fi
other. They have found that S. Hargrose and Coaper. One ‘of
...in.., a
bout in New York for the revived Junior welter- the top of the sixth when the game was called,
crude oils fr m the Pennsylvania C ssper's hits was a four bagger.
back
weight championship Ortiz was declared the due to rain. The inning was then reverted
4 0 3 1 1 0 9 12 4
rein "di have a molecular-struct- Reds
noat the end of the second to the fifth giving McCormick a five-inning
champion on a
005 1 0 1
ure distinctly different, and su78 2
round when Lane was not permitted to continue. hitter. Five women shared top honors In the first
perior in luibricating qualities, to Cubs .7' 10 5 4 0 3 0
22121
At top, right, Billy Casper lifts his cup In joy day's play of the women's Open Golf tournament
o 0 00o
that found anywhere else In tne :kiats
0 19
as he talks with newsmen after the second round in Minneapolis. Minn.---all with par 76s. Shown
world.
of the National Open In Mamaroneck, N. Y. Cas- are two of the leaders: Lena Faulk, ThomasOnly 9,700 man-days of work
per, of Apple Valley, Calif., fired a 68 to give him ville, Ga., and Beverly Hansen, Fargo, No, DaPenwaiwan.a crude on is the were lost in Vermont during
a half-wav total of 139 and a one-stroke lead kota. The others (not grown in this picture)
rri-st valuable in the world and due to strikes, the lowest in the
over the field. At bottom, left. Mike McCormick, are: Gloria Fecht. Los Angeles, Calif.; Patty
WIN WI( 5411,
has he-n
o-ol fr 100 year, netloft.
Giants pitcher, holds up one hand and a zero on Berg, Minneapolis, Minn, and Louise Suggs.

Industrial Expansion
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
Widened Streets In Some Areas
Continued Home B4ilding
Airport For Murray
City Auditorium

NOW!

Ten Years Ago Today
a

Funeral services for Wiley Phillips. 6S, who died
, yesterday at his home on Murray Route 6. were held
this afternoon at 2:30 at the Poplar Springs Baptist
Church with Reverends A. R. Harris and Lloyd Wilson
,in charge.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Rudolph. Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ru• iolph are home from Dallas, Texas, where they vacationed with Rudolph relatives.
•

At five o'clock in the afternoon on Thursday. June
16. Miss Dorothy Nell Smith. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe B. Smith. Murray, became the bride of John C.
Nanny. son of Mr. and Mrs. Will Nanny.
The J. N. Chapter of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy met with Mrs. M. D. Holton and Mrs. D. F.
McConnell at their home, SO1 Olive Street. at 3 o'clock
Wednesday afternoon. June 15th. Co-hostesses•were Mrs.
L P. Jackson. MN. Ralph McCuiston and Miss lialene
Hatcher.
Mrs. Ruth Filbeck and Mrs. Kate Kirk have been
recent guests of the former's daughter, Mrs. B. D. Hall
and Mr. Hall. Memphis. Tenn.

Calloway FH
Chapters Gave
Skit At Metting
The Kent oc-cy Assoeiatisee of
Fauire Hamemekers of America.
fortieth state meeting was held
et the University of Kengicky.
June the 6th through the 10th
F H A lights
The theme wac
the way to heppier awing Celloway County F.HA chapters presented a skit -Wide With
Hearts" Wednesday tnornIrt at
the general sessian. Tak.ng part
were L:la Cathey and P.1110' DeArmond from the Lynn Gr.ve
chapter. they also served as voting delegates.
-e
A certificate of the Sta'e Homemakers Degree was awarded I.
Glerda Coeper. retirirg president
of the Lyar. Grove chapter
Approximatsly 800 mernbe-s and
advisors attended the merting.
Sixty years of work wen. into
entered
TV
television
before
after ,
liv:ng
ro ms
American
World -War II.
An estimatei 97 per cent of all
American horrus are within range
of color television facilities.

North Fork
News

Giants Wallop The
Braves Last Night

riciURRI

1

.4)

PEANUTS
IS
COMING

PIPI
0
413
11111111119.
MISS NEW TOM( - Elisabeth
Holmes, 19, le/ks starry-eyed
on being cl-ii 'in "Miss New
'Fork" for the 'Miss Pmet-.ea"
beauty papule in Manhattan.
She Is from Xi/Aherne, L L

Iteda

Typewriter E
For Sale Or Rat
Office Supply Dept.
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GREENE 0. WILSON
Phone PL 3-1916
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Orioles And Pirates
Park League Winners
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Thretezve

Standings

Ledger & Times File
The community cannery at Murray State College i . low open for service to the public. The cannery is open
.from 8 to 5 daily, except Saturday. and is open until
'noon on Saturday, Mrs. A. Carman will be in charge.

•
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PAGE TRREE

gift guide forFAT1EW5 DAT
NORTHENS
BELTS

ior league debut, hit humcni
the tribe.
he Orioles came storminz b.,ck
-na 6-1 deficit to beat the
era and climb within 2/
1
2 games
first place. Two-run homers
Gus Triands and Chico Carduel in the ei.,hth narrow cd
troit's lead to 6-5 and Carrasy1 won the game in the ninth
en he singled with the basr:s
for two rune.
0 Kaline of the Tigers suffered ...
ractured cheekbone when struck",
second baseman Bill Gardner's
Id throw in the first innIng.
line was operated on in a
ltimore hospital and is expected
rejoin the Tigers in a few
vs.
Harmon Killebrew socked his
-d homer— ni _ving him within
e game of Babe Ruth's record
ce--and Roy Sievers his fifth
the Senators handed the Ath-in
ics their fifth straight defeat. IF

tie
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by
TEX-TAN

OPEN SAT.
Amber1V
PAJAMAS
Stylerite
Marlowe

$2.98

SPORT
Colors —
Solid
Plaids
Stripes
Checks

SllMrg

Northens OPEN SAT.

Assorted
Styles
and
Colors

,Cool approach in
Men's

FOR . MOM
6L SISTER

A Large
Selection
To
Choose
From
For

SUMMERIGME MTH

$150 to $250

Cool ... Fresh ... end pretty as a picture Is this
Avondol• all combed cotton with satin strip*. Requires
littler or no ironing and comes in appealing colors of
treen, gray, rust, and blue, on whit..
Styli, 2852— Sizes 141
/
2-24'A

Dacron and Rayon

Style 2432 3:ses 12-20

All
Sizes

17

I

Of

'lRCONUIlitMati
ENDS
SATURDAY

NOW!

Amberly

6

This versatile coat dress featuring optional open or
closed neckline in cotton and rayon candy cord stripe
Is crease resistant and requires little or no ironing. In
colors et red and block and blue and black, on white.

Men

Many are
Dan River
Fabrics

5tyl• 2851 .—Sizes 141
/
2-24%
Style 2451 —

Sizes 10.20

•11
A deeply moving
story of a truly
remarkable family
and a wonderful
homey
'old yeller' dogl

$198 _ $298 _ $398

$798
Scotchgard

DERIET

II

Alan Ladd in
"WILD HARVESL

INNS MEV
mug;

.4ef•

\IF) 7

1:1/4114( IN THEATRE -4.
Open

MEN'S

HANDKERCHIEFS
8 for $1.00

• Also 2nd Feature

6:30 - Start Dusk

ton pin stripe cool dress is
creas• resistant and requires
littl• at no ironing. Women's
sizes feature drop shoulders.
In cool colors of blue sod
block, red and block, and gold
and black, on white.

REGULAR WHITE

WHITE ON WHITE

Tootin loolor•

Ni

This Avondale all combed cot-

$2.98..

LU

-

Repels oil and
water stains!

Wash 'N Wear

VITALI`

pair

TIES

Dress
Shirts
•

sw‘sst

to

Hankerchiefs
10for $1.00

Style 2850
Sizes 14 l/s •24
Style 2450

SHOES

Bill Folds

for
MEN and BOYS

by TEX-TAN

SUMMER

DRESS
FESTIVAL
Buy One

TONITE & SATURDAY
* 2 ACTION HITS *

Get The Second
Dress For

MY MAN
IS
DRESSED
RIGHT
IN THE
GOVERNOR

sTr LEIviNIA6
6LiAz.FAH
ChM
C••••••••liccoe
kW,IR uc

PLUS

or Annenie freshmen

Let's do It for
KICKS!

Men, The Governor gives you •
smooth wrinkle•free fat. has •
richer feel, and akerept keeps It.
nest•looking appe•rane• Choose
the Governor today from our 11n.
selection of handsome colors. In
alt-nylon, regular or over-the-calf
length; in cotton -and-nylon. regu•
• lar length. One ssze fits all, $1.

$1.00
pair

ESQUIRE SocKs
Main

MOM

toULYON DORIAN TOOntitV

SUNDAY thru TUES.

WATCH FOR OUR

-Ar

Sizes 10-20

ON THE
4
'
GIRLS
*
,‘ WHO GET
AROUND!

GRAND OPENING

by Fortune

$11::y25
$11.95
"LIKE FATHER ...
LIKE SON"
COMPLETE WEARING
APPAREL FOR SON!

A Large Selection of

s5.98,$7.98 & $8.98

SMOOTH LEATHER

Bill Folds
in Tan - Black - Brown

WOMEN'S

Regular Price, '5.00 plus tax

JUNIOR MISSES

SUMMER PURSES

SPECIAL by NORTHENS

$2.98

$3.98
phis

plus tax

Tax

Flats, Sandals - Med and
High Heels - Wedges
and Many Others

.4 et c.-1.

NORTHENS

SOUTHEAST CORNER OF
MAPLE AND 4th STREET

•

•)

ROBIRT 1010R
CYO CHARISSI 1E11

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

ON THE SQUARE

.. , MIA — 'rt./ s.o.•(.,....m.
7===zzrz=zoszwzmazz,

.._

• -•

READY-TO-WEAR

' •
isfallissimmaralltams

a
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•
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!Miss E. Greenfield
1Coniplimented With
Bridal Shower

••••••

Phone PL 3-4707 or
ID 6-3327

Lochie Landolt, Editor

a#14.4

Miss Joyce Ilughes, Miss Carolyn Sue Dressendofer and Jimmy
Board Are United In Marriage In Illinois
Bride-Elect Is
Honoree At Party
Mass Jeace Ann Itughes, bride.
elect ,f Dale Outland. was honoree
recently at • bridal shower given
at 7.3t/ in the evening in the
Murray Erectne building.
Hostesaes were Mrs. Jui.e Banks
Mrs Lucille Farris and Miss Lo.
aata Bucy.
lank carnation corsages were
pinned on the shoulder of Miss
Hugnes and the mothers, Mrs.
Hobert Hutu-a and Mrs. Ofus
Outl and.
Tat. gift table was covered with
a pink anen cloth and pastel
umbrellas were used as decorations.
The refiesament table was over- laid with a blue linen cloth. Appmatments were of milk glass
with a seasonal arrangement of
flowers in the center. Party cake,
porch and nuts were served by
the hostesees.

Prevent

A burrowing squirrel led miners to the discovery of the Comstock Lode 100 years ago. An
early assay of its deposits showed
ore worth $3,876 a ton - onefourth of it in gold and the rest
in saver.,

MICE — ROACHES
I ERMITES

—

RATS
, JIMMY BOGARD
MK!

Mass Carolyn Sue Dreasendofer, daughter of Mrs. and Mrs.
The. number of persons in the
s.,inuel H Dreaseneader, Barringbecame the bride of United States covered by health
' n. lU
'an Jimmy Bogard, :awl of Mr. insurance has grown from 61 milad Mrs Tray &Turd of Mur- lion in 1948 ta 123 million in
1956.
,,a
The vows were exchanged at
e Elgin Church of Christ in
'Although it has been 100 years
tara 11I. The minister of the
in T••arch performed the angle ring knee oil was discovered
upward- '
a.
Pennsylvani
usville.
decora:tar
an
beet
're
:ern, ny
of crude ,i1
w.th gat* paxxes and grcvn- 11 million barrels
are annually extracted in She PenGrade Region, and
The bride %same an imLiortse nsylvania
of -hse 9.:th 3 Sinai known proven reserves under233,500,atching hat Her nuquet was ground are estimated at
, .1 astute carnatiors and pink 000 barrels.
'ruses tied with ahoy:ars of white
otreamers.
Mrs. Columbus Waldnm of
F.:8:n. 111., served the bride as
i matnm of har.ur Sew was attired
in a pr..nit'inyU.n and rtacrian arias
and carried a b erquet at p.rJt
earn:trains and white r eta..
Mr Caeumbets Waldo" acted.
a' bea man
F.1' her da ua!ten, weinaina,
Mrs Dreseen titer selected a
tsnnesn dress with white access-nes:es. Mrs Brgard was attired
In a LOA blue sak embroidered
frock watt matching hat and
vatate ancesesaran Bath ware orsages ‘-if white cernatains and
tank nate
A receptsen was held at the
h ant- at the bride irnm %irately
f in .w rig the celreria ny. Centering the brake' table was a
arte three t:ered wedding cake.
Refreshments were :served t . apaaix,mately 25 isernaraThe couple .left 64 a sir.rt
wedding nap and plan to make
thr h. Try •n Murray.
am gaests were MT.
and Mr, Ti ar Bagard ana Daead
if Muiaay and Mrs. nainrry Gr..,
Waartion of Dexter.
The birth' was graduated fr.!,
Ft r::Naar. High Sere- .1 in t!- r
c are: 4 1958
Mr Hogan' was se-actuated fr•ra
Murray Math Schaal in the ea-.
1 1958

AIRCONDITIONER

estructive Tervait•
The
FREE INSPECTION

TERMITES

$239 95

1 1: h.p.
2 h.p.

— Licensed & Insured sstv

$2.59.95

Normal

SAM KELLEY

Installation Included
JOHNSON
REFRIGERATION

Phone PL 3-3914

KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL

b

WEST KENTUCKY
ELECTRIC

I

the ior a
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Monday, June I13nd
The American Legion Auxili3ry

•

Tlime blocks from keel -•
Si. Decks • Sporty fishing
(Venice is th• Tarp*. Confer
4041111 el tisis Wortcf)• Al sports md
eictivitiiis ow by • Milani,
e onif or.ebl• g u•st rooms
Pater ELMORcAN RUN
• Dieing Room—Cocktsil
(psi person 2 la .room)
of American
Dec. 'two 1.4 arab-horn $3.50 Lounge • Choice
Apr. thee Nov. --from LSO or Europees PLaa.

WE WANT YOU IF YOU'RE RETIR
Special Itar4•-•••••1 ••• A,....1 Role- Roo= & 11•..4 Poo
goakira.
-Room & Dowd 300
I.I mon
OPEN YEAR AROUND

\yENICE; FIa

WRITE FOR DETAILS AND FOLDERS.

f

Sykes Bros Lumber PERSONALS ---Company
Mr. and Mrs Mac Catlett of
Etsswi.na Green. Ky.. and Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Catlett of Shelbyville.
Ky, were gUests Lot se eek-end of
Mr and Mrs. John Ward of Farmer Aver.,,,-

Specials

PRINCESS IN PORTUGAL-Prin-.
eess Margaret of Great Britain
Is shown as she was about to
tour the Jeronimos Cathedral
in Lisbon. Portugal She took
several photos of the exterior
and interior of the historic
structure. Tha Princess Is in
Portugal for a one-week vied.

2x4x8 ECONOMY REDWOOD
7.50 per hundred
All Lengths CREOSOTE POLES
35 Year Durability

SILI-CLEAR
Preserves and Protects ...
Stucco, Block. Concrete,
Bi It.
Cement, Tile, Asbestos Shingles.
Hardwood Floors. Doors, Plywood,
Frames,
Siding, Window
Wood
Sashes, Canvas, Convertible CarTops and Other Porous Surfaces

will meet at 7:30 in the evening
at the Legion Hall. licsteses will
be Mrs. N. A. Waldrop, Mrs.
Macon Erwin. and Mrs. Avis
Smith.
••••
Visiting in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Shroat this week are
their son and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Shroat and daughter, Diane,
of Somedale. N. J. Other guests
are Misses Emily Weeks and Linda Slacum of Newark, N. J. and
Mrs. Pauline Palmer of Portland,
Ore.
•• ••
The Toastmistress club will meet
at 6.30 p.m. for dinner and a
program at the Woman's club
house.

-BE
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657
p.m.
ILTSED
goksc
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522.50
I har
floor
Adam
3-5484

Miss Carolyn Wrye,
.Mr. Billy Walker
Are Married June 15

Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Wrye announce the marriage of their
daughter, Carolyn. to Mr. Billy
, Walker, son of Mr. and Mrs. RupI'
ert Walker, June 15 in the home
of Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Thurman.
Only members of the immediate
families were present. Rev. Thurman officiated at the ceremony.
Attending Miss Wrye and Mr.
Walker were Dallas Wrye and
Mrs. Larue Walker.
•• • •
The lubrication nI firarn a barrel of crude produced in the
Pennsylvania Grade Regain is
more than 23 per cent- - a sharp
cantrast with 'the tuitional average of lubricant recovery, which
is less than 3 per cent.

And Mesdames Darwin Lee, Terry Lee Orr, Roy Weatherly, aan
Buxton. Martin Wells, Jerry W.
son. Cletus Cagle, Rob Ray, Dan
Cain. David Pinson, Tummy Carroll. Bill Roberts, Jim Cornett.
Ronald Ray. Mason Billineton,
Shirley Greenfield. B. W. Miller,
the h noree and the hostesses.
••• •

Approximately 70 gifts were received by the honoree.
Games were played and prizes
were awarded to Mrs Oran Outlarel and airs Pat Wmchester

Eradi:ate

Miss Eleanor Greenfield, brideelect of Ferrell Miller, was complimented recently with a miscellaneous shower given in the home
of Mrs. T. C. Carraway.
Hostesses ter the prenuptial ocedelini were Mesdames Joe Mikez,
John laavis, Paul Purvis and Miss
Margaret Tarry.
The honoree chose to wear a
yellow embroidered organdy dress
with white accessories and a gift
corsage of yellow gladioli.
Mrs. Shirley Greenfield mother
of the homree and Mrs. B. W.
Miller of Lynn Grove, were presented a corsage of yellow pompoms by the hostesses.
The color scheme of yellow and
white was used in decorations
throughout the ro::.m. The gifts
were draplayed around a white
net umbrella decorated with yellow flowers and ribbon. The serving table, covered with a white
ha ndm a de handkerchief linen
cloth, was centered with a crystal
bowl containing yellow roses and
a silver candlelabra containing
yellow candles.
The guest list included Misses
Joretta Fox. Peggy Outland, Linda
King, Loretta Tucker. Betty Outland. Peggy Sue Shaat, Shirley
Geurin. Sonya Greenfield, Jane
Vaughn. Carmerita Talent, Carolyn

Social Calendar
Friday, June 19th
be held at
Teenagers Day it.
the Calloway County Country club.
All teenager members from the
seventh grade through high school
and college are invited to attend
and may bring one guest who is
not a member of the club. Scheduled are: golf and swimming
from 1 - 5.30: picnic supper at
510; dance trim 8 p.m. until 11
p.m. featuring Jack Stalcup and
his orchestra.
••••
Saturday, June 20th
The Young Wamen's Sunday
SchoA Class of the First Baptist
Church will have a breakfast
meeting at the Collegiate Inn at
seven-thirty in the morning. Group
VIII with Mrs. Voris Wells as
chairman, will be in charge.
• •••

ONE

celebrated the 350th
OUT OF THE HISTORIC PAST-New York
Hudson
anniversary of Henry Hudson's explorations of the
of the city's
River with a parade which mingled reminders
weapons. They inpast with examples of the latest military
Terrier and the
cluded the Army's Nike-Hercules, the Navy's
procession
Air Force's Bomarc missiles. The Fifth Avenue
bearing
featured 20 Dutch seamen and a colorful float (above),
Half Moms.
a representation of Hudson's historic vessel, the

•

MURRAY LOAN CO.
3-2621

3

Telephone PL

506 W. Main St.

"YOUR HOME -OWNED LOAN CO.''

•,-

JUST ROSY-Actress Claudie
Laurence adds her touch of
beauty to that of the new
'Garden Party" rose in Paris,
Prance. The hybrid, tea-yellow with a touch of pink, won
top honors at the Bagatelle
Gardens International Rose
Contest for new varieties. It
was raised by Herbert Swim.

Although research and refining
have teamed up to produce vast
improvements in lubricants, the
natural quality of the crude sal
is still the mast impurtant factor
in the performanee of any motor
oil. Scientists say that nature
stored her finest crude oil in the
Pennsylvania Grade Region.

•

4

The Pennsylvania Grade Crude
Oil Regain. where the world's
first and still finest oil is produced
has about 78,000 pr.-deicing wells
and 16,500 producing gas wells.
- a ---

REMEMBER ....

OWENS FOOD MARKET
Will Be OPEN Every SUNDAY
FROM 7:00 a.m.

to

I save
regularly

8:00 p.m.

"A

for my
MR. FRIENDLY
-

Financial troubles
Come to every soulWe've helped many men
Get out of a hole.

•

•

FRIENDLY
FINANCE INC.

204 South Fourth

Ptaine Plain 3-1412

hone

"Mon and Dad started a savings account
for me when I was just • kid. I'm old enough
now

LOANS TO $300

pea n
tune

FUTURE

SAYS

that

I

can

add

to it

And I'm sure proud of the way it mounts up."
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"Put Your Duds In Our Suds"
Why Worry About The Heat? Do Your Washing and Drying in

AIR COOLED COMFORT
10 degrees cooler than outside temperature!

said

tion
• "In
golf
ted
r.
.
ye

* LATEST AND MOST MODERN COOLING EQUIPMENT *
DON'T FORGET

"Appreciation Day"

aroi

EVERY THURSDAY FROM 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.

any

Idol
hen

car
tow
my
Tha

10 YEAR

brie
mat

MURRAY'S ORIGINAL SELF-SERVICE LAUNDRY
W A

Guarantee

tt,

.00
$5

gallon
ego

coach Jim Turner
DR DOROTHY JEAN - Yankee !inching
In
elaces • congratulatory kiss on cheek of his daughter
diploma from
Ns. .1.1.e. Tenn. after she received her
cercmonian
Vara:era:a C. lie i:cal school at graduation

SPEED WASH LAUNDRETTE •
WE
NEVER
CLOSE

207 South 7th Street

WE
NEVER
CLOSE
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FREE DETERGENT for each washer of clothes!

Replakenient

3
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WAY - JUNE .19, 1959
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19, 1959

& TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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WOMAN TETE
-TIE IN AND care
for my mother. Call or see Mrs.
Jack Farmer, 103 North 6th Street,
PLaza 3-12644 or PLaza 3-1378 for
interview.
6-19C

LI. FIND IT IN THE WANT AIDS
FOR SALE

I

looks and works good - also 1
Monitor Portable washer. Practiealy new $30.00 each. Call PLaza
3-4448 or see at 512 Broad. 6-13P

- BEDROOM
BRICK HOUSE.
rannforaible FHA lean. See at SMALL UPRIGHT PIANO. Excel657 Ryan Mon. Wed. Fri. Sat. lent conditicn. Mildred Gass, call
p.m.
6-22P PLaza 3-4718 after 4:00 p.m. 6-19C
USED MACHINE SALE. 1 Singer
Qussole $89.50, I used Singer
ap,r,stie $139.50, I ieFed portabLe
$22.50, 1 treadle machine $5.00,
1 hand vaccum c!eaner $7.50, 1
Vex" cleaner $20.00. Call B.11
Adams, PLaza ?-1757 or PLaza
3-5480, 201 South 13th, Murray.
TFC

ONE ALUMINUM LONE STAR
boat and 25 hp Johnson Motor.
See 111 N. 7th. PL 3-1726.
6-20C
BIG JACK ANTENNA WITH 40
ft stack from gr und up. Call
PL 3-3129.
6-20P

3 BED ROOM HOUSE WITH
carport, large lot, by owner, 1;•ei
ONE - 12-IN ADMIRAL TV Set- Miller, CLntact L. C. Gilless, 115

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Snake
4-Step
3-Declare
12-Lamprey
13-Wild buffalo
of India
14-Falseliood
Go-Bright red
11-Sou x
19-Animal
enclosure
20-Land
measure
21-A1.'41)w:try's weight
23-Stopped
37-Pees
29-F.vergreen
tree
30-Behold!
31 -Chemical
suffix
32-Region in
Asia Minor
34-Number
tabbr
35-For ex.mple
36-Toward the
mouth
37-Room
35. tildes
41- Poker st•ke
4.1-Meadows
44-Large metal
container
46- Yawning
Moss
44•Slug5ish
II -Three-toed
sloths
12-1'ase Into use
54-French for

gew York celebrated the 350th
n's explorations of the Hudson
Tangled reminders of the city's
:est military weapons. They mules, the Navy's Terrier and the
. The Fifth Avenue procession
, a colorful float (above), bearing
Itistorte vessel, the Half Moon.

LOAN CO.
3-2621

Telephone PL
WNED LOAN CO."
m.••••

65- Vigor
teoliod
66-Rants
67-Lair
,
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1-Roman
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3-Dry. a. WWI/
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II-cancels
1-Rain and
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16-Ell
capital
111-Gaelle
20-A continent
21-Loses
moisture
22-Roam
24-Aftersong
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26-Recipient of
gift
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MI-Native metal
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Pickett, Frankfort, Ky.
6-20P FURNISHED APeRlitIMIT, TWO
-bedrooms,
3x5-inprivate
bath and enSCRATCH PADS GALORE
trance-air-conditioned Phone PL
to 5'x8/
1
2-in. 5 & 10e Ledger &l
3-3291 days and PL 3-5402 after
Times, PL 3-1916.
1TNS
5 p.m.
6-20C
NICE THREE BEDROOM Brick HOUSE TRAILER,
indoor toilet
home, corner Wbodlawn and Syr and bath. 300
Woodlawn. Phone
camore. Garage with utility space, PLaza 3_3300,
6-20P
nice hardwood floors. $10,800 full
price. Can be bought as little as
$350 down plus closing costs.
NEW FOUR BED ROOM BRICK,
two ceramic tile baths, two fire- DEAD Sielt.:K. REMOVE171-FiiEE
places, large family room, study Pi ^writ service. Trucks dispatched
or den, nice living rcom with by le o-vvay ladle,. Call collect
wall to wall carpet, lots of closet Mayfield, Phone 433. If no answer
space. Garage, large front porch. call collect Union City. Tennessee,
Lot 100 x 163. Will trade for phone TV 5-9361
TFC
smaller house or farm.
-140W TRY ROSS GAS and Save.
BEAUTY SHOP, Fixtures for five
Bottled, bulk, tanks and applioperators. Air conditioned, very ances.
Phone PL 3-3786.
6-20C
reasonable rent with heat furnished. Well located. $1,000 full price. THIS IS TO FURTHER PUT on
SEVENTY ACRE FAFtt'd on Reck notice all those dealing with Mrs.
House Creek. Extra good limit Alice Page that I will not and
good five teem house, tobacco cannot be held responsible for
barn, stock barn, several other the payment of any indebtedness
outbuildings. Two good wells. Year she may contract. We are no
round water in creek. $8,000.
longer husband and wife. having
NEW THREE BEDROOM Brick been divorced in 1958, and under
house near c liege. Two to choose the decree of the curt, I am not
from. One has rarale. the other liable to discharge any obligation
has carport. Let us show you these incurreu by her.
places. It will be well worth your
B. W. rage
time if you are interested in
6-20P
nice house.
ROBF.RTS REALTY, 500 Main St.,
SALE STARTING FRIDAY mornCall PLaza 3-1651
6-20C log July 19 at Cammie
& Pearl's
Fabric Shop. Everything reduced
NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK to cost. One dress length will be
house on Meadow Lane. Large given away Saturday evening at
6-20P
living - dining room, pine paneled 4:00. Everyone register.
kitchen, bath with vanity, utility
and carport. Priced to sell. Call ETIVLP WANTED
PL 3-3903.
6-21W
XT/0..';1 CALLING:- MATURE women
need to earn! An Avon

NOTICE

a

WANTED WOMEN IN MURRAY,
Kentucky to live in homes, people
to care for the sick and aged.
Care of children during the day.
Maids, day wol kers, cooks and
waitresses. If you qualify and
want one of these jobs you are
asked te tegister with the State
Employment Service, 319 South
Seventh Street, Mayfield, Kentucky. Telephone CH 7-3857.
6-20C
BOY TO WASH CARS ON Saturday's. Apply at Ray's Gulf Station,
9th and Sycamore.
1TC

BULL DOZER WORK. NO JOB
too rough or too smooth. All I
ask is a try. Phone PLaza 3-4770,
after 5:00 p.m. or contact Fred
McClure, 300 Woedlawn or Wil6-21W
liam Kinsoluing.
FOR SALE

or

TRADE

27 FT ICE CREAM TRAILER,
3 taylor solf ice cream machines,
large refrigeration storage, 3 cornpartment sink, complete fountain.
3 malt makers, and many other
items This trailer is completely
portable for long or short distance
hauling. Can see at Blue Grass
Motel, Aurora, Ky. or write Bax
8-22C
32-13, Murray.
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III

UNFURNISHED DUPLEX apartment and 3 room furnished apartment. Also farm house near Lynn
Grove, 306 So. 16th.
6-19P

!r

SCOTT DRUG CO.
Corner at 4th & Main

Phone

F cur ci40w

.STAc.

WANTING

A NEW CAR
BRING HIM TO
Taylor Moturs
WHERE HE CAN
GET MORE
When He Buy's
4th & POPLAR

ONE OF THE

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"

BASFMENT APT.. 3 ROOM, bath,
private entrance, all utilities furnished. $45.00 month. PL 3-5870.
6-22P
FOUR ROOM UNFURNISHED
apartment 405 Elm. Phone PL 35012 Lys, nights PL 3-1264. 6-19C

DAD'S
BEEN

EXPERIENCED MAN WANTED
to handle bottled, bulk and tank
gas and appliances for home and
fact ry. Salary plus commission
and drawing account. Contact
Telephone Answering Service. PL
3-3786.
6-20C

30

,....1:0'

:$1giit

PACE FIVE

manager will give you full details
without obligation. Miss Alma Cat- I
lett, P O. Box 1004, Paducah,
Kentucky,
6-13C

BIG "4"

PLaza 3-2547

r
SELL YOUR WHEAT

A NEW MYSTIRY

L
I

R.FA/R
by
Milh. Erb1--Z,ifterie ftaoky eardnerj

Owvigy5 an

abaft, 61•••••, 4•0•11014.11., =we
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at

Hazel Grain & Milling Co.

Pgmtere• Orsilloss,

Hazel, Kentucky
•,
4,14. idol. "Well.
s. ••••-er
-hitt I feel thet this up Alt%
PTER
, 30
1
""'‘ rOU JC el gave Sylvia Had a unwarranted- this entire pro
0- :now '"
cre.ure
as
el
I icy the thotiaan, ate
getting somewhere
'We're
he ;ace ,dce
Jaaai stated at
Set•
'
,
the strength et net 411,.-9/
said to 1..2idditig• 'Open AS (hour he nao leer seeing
grant Frank Sellers asked Mor Sellers
take
e
took
up the eau' Let's
things
tinier Jaemer.
"Ii Curl ,.r-sk .11 .moneo eee ••
'Framed" ne screamed
-That's right I relied on her going tc wen it " Jasper said 'Framed' You
that.
cilantro
replied
honesty." Jasper
and I 1on't think you have s rhat. a plant' fhat s a trrone!
-How lone nail you Known PIOT searet warrant
That "
twfore you gave net this thous"I'll soon get ine Sellers toid
HIP voter trailed away ,nto
and Pucks"
him 'On the strength of what silence
"Not very tong I tell you I, you ve said I can get it"
-What do you know. &hers
really know very little 'boat her "
"No you eerie." Jasper said
said 'St, it's a plant is it? You
"How did she nappen to come
and
Sellers looked at Giddings
yet
can tell It to the iudge
frowned
to Neer with this story?"
you money this ,9 the niissing
"1 met net"
Giddings looked at Sylvia
idol from the Crockett cotiection."
'Where did you meet her ?"
Abruptly Sylvia caught some
You
Sylvia was on net feet
Jasper tried to look to Sylvia signet Prom _reaper and clamped double crosser" she shrieked.
frn a signai Sellers grabbed him her ups shut iti a firm. deter- 'You tow me you a taken care
by the shoulders and spun rum mined line ot eilence
ot that You told me ever the
around.
'Now, wait • miniete.' Sellers phone that vou nad all the evi•Let s do some thinking dence removed and-S•Ie came to me." Jasper said. said
"She rind heard I was interested Donald Gam was nere earlier in
'Shin ,ip'' Jasper shodted. with
She
art
of
objects
in certain
the evening and ne got rester) such concentrated venoln in ma
He was looking for some voice that Sylvia caught nerself
wanted to know If It would ne up
tie was or the wrong in mid-sentence
worth • thousand dollars to me thing
to get a very old, very beautifie track He nad the tart oefOre
'It's all right " Sellers said.
pie,r of jade
the horse He thought Sylvia was beaming et the twin at them
"You lying dog!" Sylvia the-Now. wait a minute Did
We don t need your store any
screamed at him 'You commtri- lie? He's not that dumb He's mor• We've got all we need on
sioneo me to get those jade idols been bird dogging something."
both it you right low "
"And he got beaten up," Get
from the Crockett ooilection and
Sellers picked up the phone,
bucks
thousand
promised me •
dIntra said
(haled neadquarters, Saud. -This is
the
give
me
that,"
Sellers
didn't
about
You
doubt
apiece'
"No
Fl-wok Sellers I'm out at the remthousend dollars until I gave you told him. 'The evidence Is there itience of Mortimer Jasper 62i46
I think the
• the fire! idol I'd nave got both all tight"
Crirroiton Drive,
-1 know nothing about it. I had guy is a fence.
We've discovof them at the one time but
Dean Crockett had one of them nothing to do with It I have cred
Jade idol in his wastelocked up when I grabbed the never seen this man before." Jae- basket WS green lade with a Mg
per said.
first one "
ruby set deep In the forehead. I
"But the officers came here think It's the mix:line Crockett
"Now that's better." Inspector
asked.
Sellers
seating
himLam
?"
with
Thad Giddings said,
, idol
"That's right."
'Geldings is here with me I
self. "Sit down, folks, let's be
"And you told them you'd nev- want a radio car sent out to sew
comfortable."
"What do you know!" Sellers er seen turn before?"
the place up I'm :online into
"Right"
headquarters with Sylvia Hadley
said. grinning,
"So." Sellers said to Giddings. and a private aetective named
"'That is a complete fabrication." Jasper said with dignity "he knew that ne was getting Lem. I'm going to make an at"In view of the accusation. I am involved in things He's had an . fidavit and get • search war•
going to insist that I be peilmit- hour or two ti' clean things un rant as soon as we get that idol
ted to get in touch with my law- We probably aren't going to find eierainee i want Mrs Crockett
anything incrimMating In the osierted so that we can
ner
yer."
You got
Ilentify the idol
"Any objection totlikir looking whole pant"
"I can assure you. you wont, in.it
All right, have everything
around ?" Sellers asked.
Jasper said. "But not because I in rea l-ness I went this place
"For what?"
-To see if you've got a jade have cleaned things up. AP you sewed up tight until I gel hack
1 with • search warrant. I think
Idol of that sort kicking around term it.
Sellers walked over the office we're solving the Crockett murhere "
around.
looking
'let along with the theft"
"I can assure you I don't have
Jasper. now sure of his grolinct.
Sellers turned to Giddings and
anything of the sort."
"
I said. "Not without a search war ,Mald. "You go call a prowl car.
"How spout that safe,
Thad. fell them to Keep an eye
-There's s time lock on It. It rant. Officer "
•
"I can phone up end get a on this guy reit them to get
cart be opened iintil nine o'clock
tomorrow morning That is for search warrant and we can wait here fast, to nandcuft turn and
my protection in case of burglars right nere and see you don't arrest him if they nave to. for
touch anything," Sellers said.
having stolen property in his posThat is all"
Jasper grinned "Do that. On session, .it I'd prefer to wait
"Any objection to our coming
bark In the morning to see what's the information that you have until we've hail a positive identiso far, try getting a search war- fication. However, tell the radio
inside?"
officers to ride nerd on him and
t."
"I . I can assure you there
Sellers kicked the wa.stebasket not to let him out of their sight"
Is no such jade idol in there."
Jasper's face was a sickly
"How about the rest of tire out into the open.
"Looks as though you'd been green. "The Crockett murder," he
place?" Sellers asked.
tot
of
files
after
out
a
cleaning
said. "Oh. no!"
"I nave no objection to you
you knew that you were tn
looking around," Jasper said.
--can ensure you, nowever. that trouble," ne said
Donald t• 'ticking out his
at
the
torn
He
looked
down
without
SnUrely
charge
Is
this
Seek again: "1 hurried oxer to
foundation and any search would envelopes, the crumpled letters, the wslan in the iirixeu,iy
suddenly' som et In
d the
be completely fruitieria."
pot on guts i's and tried the
Sellers moved over toward the caught ma eye He snot ma nand
."
down into the wastebasket, felt door It was unkteked
desk
i The story continues tomorrow.
"1 have nothing to conceal," around for a minute, then Cams
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ad started a savings account
just a kid. I'm old enough
dd to it regularly, myself.

I of the way it mounts up."
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Drving in

FORT
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>UIPMENT *

Top Market Prices

PS. our cars will please'mom'too!

Sacks Available

a.
by Al

LI& ABNER

CAN'T GO TO
THE NIGHT
5ASEE3ALL
GAME!!

IT HAIN'T BASEBALL
AH'M INTERESTED IN!!
ANT) MEREL'i LIKE TO
SIT NEAR A BOY!!

NO
OFF
TO
BED!!

(-2'0H AH HATES THEY
RASCAL//10.r.f Al-/ GOTA
G000 M/N.00 TO W<EA
3-4TH-JEST TO SPOIL
EVRYTH/AG FOR HIM.f.5

Capp

GASPir-WHIUT IS AH DOIN ?
AR DON'T HATE A"01:7'/
THIS N1UCH

_
by Ernie Bushmiller

NANCY

7111111111111111111.1111111111 PLEASE
HURRY, AUNT FRITZ'--WE'LL BE LATE FOR THE
DRIVE - IN
HURRY
MOVIE

CAN'T YOU
GO ANY
FASTER?

I WASTED THE
BOTTLE OF VITAMIN
PILLS I DUMPED IN
THE GAS
TANK

THEN

nave

Day"

p.m.
r of clothes!
LAUNDRY

DRETTE •

1.1=1••••

WE
NEVER
CLOSE

I

•

!

by Raeburn Van Buren

ABBIE an' SLATS

iOU MEAN YOU'RE
GIVE ME A
REALLY GOING To NY
CHANCE TO
AND dE A HUSBAND- PROVE IT,
NOftA
AND A FATHER'?

YOU'VE MADE YOUR POINT,
MISTER, SHE'LL TAKE YOU BACK
NOW TELL ME, NORA- WHY DID
YOU LEAVE THE KID ON OUR
DOORSTEP, AND WHY -

I WATCHED YOU MOVE IN- I FOUND
OUT YOU WERE NEWLYWEDS AND
THAT YOU'D aE KIND TO
MY BABY, WHEN I
WENT TO WORK FOR
'IOU I KNEW THAT
IPLKED , I'D
IVE MYSELF AWAY YOU'D FIND OUT I
WAS THE BABY'S
REAL MOTWER!

•

•
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.11iss Joyce Hughes, Miss Carolyn Sue Dressendofer and Jimmy
Board Are United In Marriage In Illinois
Bride-Elect Is
Honoree At Party
hirs.s Joyce Ann Hughes, bi-:deelect t Dale Outland, was honoree
recently at a bridal shower give:.
at 7:34.1 in the evening in the
Murray Electric building.
Hostesses were Mrs. June Banks
Mrs Lucille Farris and Mass Loretta Bucy.
Pink carnation corsages were
pinned on the shoulder of Mass
Hughes and the mothers, Mrs.
Robert Hughes and Mrs. Of us
Outland.
The gift table was covered with
a pink linen cloth and pastel
umbrellas were used as deco:aLOIS&

The refreshment table was overlaid with a b:ue linen cloth. Appoi:a:merits were of milk glass
w:ta a seasonal arrangement of
flowers in the center. Party cake,
punch and nuts were served by
the hostesses.
Approximately 70 gifts were

re-

Games were played and prizes
were awarded to Mrs. Oran Outland and Mrs Pit Winchester

Prevent

A burrowing squirrel led miners to the discovery of the Cornstock Lode 100 years ago. An
early assay of its deposits showed
ore worth $3.876 a ton — onefourth of it in gold and the rest
in silver,

MICE — ROACHES
TERMITES — RATS
MILS. JIMMY BOGARD

The bestruètive Termite
FREE INSPECTION

TERMITES
— Licensed & Insured —
SAM KELLEY
Phone PL 3-3914

KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL

'Iday, June 1.9th
Teenagers Day will be held at
club.
Miss Eleanor Greenfield. bride- the Calloway County Country
the
elect of Ferrell Miller. was corn- All teenager members from
school
plunented recently with a rinsed- seventh grade through high
invited to attend
laneous shower given in the home and college are
one guest who is
bring
may
and
Carraway.
C.
T.
Mrs.
of
club. SeheHostesses Or the prenuptial oc- not a member of the
swimming
easion were Mesdames Joe Mikez. duled are: golf and
picnic supper at
John Davis. Paul Purvis and Miss from 1 - 510:
510: dance from 8 p.m. until 11
Margaret Tarry.
Jack Stalcup and
The honoree chose to wear a p.m. featuring
yellow embroidered organdy dress his orchestra. • • • •
with while accessories and a gift
Saturday, June 20th
corsage of yellow 'gladioli.
The Young Women's Sunday
Mrs. Shirley Greenfield. mother
Class of the First Baptist
of the honsree and Mrs. B. W. Sehrol
have a breakfast
Miller of Lynn Grove. were pre- Church will
the Collegiate Inn at
sented a corsage of yellow pom- meeting at
seven-thirty in the mornirg. Group
porns by the hostesses.
VIII with Mrs. Voris Wells as
and
of
yellow
scheme
color
The
will be in charge.
chairman,
decorations
in
used
white was
• • ••
gifts
The
reo.m.
throughout the
June Land
white
a
Monday.
were displayed around
The American Legion Auxiliary
net umbrella decorated with yellow flowers and ribbon. The serving table, covered with a white
ha n dm a d e handkerchief linen
cloth, was centered with a crystal
bowl containing yellow roses and
a silver candlelabra containing
yellow candles.
The guest list included Misses
Joretta Fox, Peggy Outland, Linda
King, Loretta Tucker. Betty Outland. Peggy Sue Shrcat. Shirley
Geurin. Sonya Greenfield, Jane
Vaughn, Carrnerita Talent, Carolyn

will meet at 7:30 in the evening
at the Legion Hall. Hesteses will
be Mrs. N. A. Waldrop, Mrs.
Macon Erwin, and Mrs. Avis
Smith.
• • ••
Visiting in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Shruat this week are
their son and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Shroat and daughter, Diane,
of Somedale, N. J. Other guests
are MisSera Emily Weeks and Linda Slacurri of Newark, N. J. and
Mrs. PaulMe Papper of Portland,
Ore.
•• • •
The Toastmistress club will meet
at 6.3e p.m. for dinner and a
program at the Woman's club
house.

And Mesdames Darwin Lee, Terry Lee Orr, Roy Weatherly, Don
Buxton, Martin Wells, Jerry Wilson, Cletus Cagle, Rob Ray. Dan
Cain. David Pinson, Tommy Carroll. Bill Roberts. Jim Cornett.
Ronald Ray, Ma son Billin ston,
Shirley Greenfield. B. W. Miller,
the htnoree and the hostesses.
• •••

newed by the honoree.

Eradkate

Social Calendar

'Miss E. Greenfield
Com plimented With
Bridal Shower

Phone PL 3-4707 or
ID 6-3327

Lochie LandoIt, Editor

F
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Mdas Carolyn Sue Dressendo, fer, daughter of Mrs. and Mrs.
The number of persons in the
Samuel H Dreasendrider, Barring, became the blade of United States covered by health
Jimmy Bogard. son of Mr. irasurance has grown from 61 milod Mrs. Trsy Bogard of Mur- lion in 1948 to 123 million in
1956.
The vows were exchanged at
.e Elgin Church of Christ in
Although it has been 100 years
. eon. Ill. The minister of tine
oil was discovered in Titsince
ring
the
single
performed
;arch
Pennsylvania. upwards of
usville.
decoraltar
an
• rsen. ny before
barrels of crude oil
million
11
greetsand
p...-rxces
are annually extracted in the PenGrade Region, and
naylvania
I!* beide were an i
'
under, of whste with MI known proven reserves
!lace arcs.
at 7.33,500,'matching hat Her bouquet was ground are. estirnated
of white carriatiore and pink 000 barrels.
roses tied with showers of white
streamers.
Mrs. Columbus Waldrop of
Elgin, Ill., served the bride as
'matron of hangar She was attired
'.ri a par* nylem and cram, n dras.s
and carried a b eiesact of p.r.lt
carnations anci white 744E5.
Mr. Columbus Waidrop acted
a, best man.
For her daueltrars wed.d.r.a,
Mrs Dressenlofer selected a
brown dress with white accessscies. Mrs. Br ganl was attired
in a Lght blue s.:k embro.deeed
frock w.th matching hat and
whste &coos's'aSes Ben v: are corsages of white carnations and

AIR CONDITIONER
$239.95
I ' h.p.
$259.95
2 h.p.
Normal
Installation InsiUded
JOHNSON
REFRIGERATION
WEST KENTUCKY
ELECTRIC

84.4

•nr••
Sea Decks • Sporty fishing
(Venice is tfs• Tarpoa Confer
ei tits Wortd)• AD sports and
c+6-ifisis near by • Nese mt.
comforisbl• gu•st rooms
Rater R1ROPEAN PLAN
• Diming Room—Cockfa;1
(pat perm* 2 le •room)
Dec. Hwy March-from $3.50 Lounge • Choke of Arnatican
Apr. firs Nov.. -irons 2-50 of Esiropais Plan.

MT&

Seesiel Ralaaia••• Yu. asee•41 Rerea—,
— Roca Seied — I S•rso•
Ii140
10.11
,
C.c.— Roan I 1~4 —2 P1
Is I MOM

OPEN YEAR AROUND

\IVENICE;Fla.!
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND FOLDERS

Sykes Bros Lumber PERSONALS
Company

Mr. arid Mrs. Mac Catiett at
B...,wi.na Green. K y.. and Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Catlett of Shelbyville.
Ky., were guests last week-end of
Mt. and Mrs. John Ward of Farmer Avenue.

Specials

Preserves and Protects.

Brick. Stucco, Block, Concrete,
Cement, Tile, Asbestos Shingles,
Hardwood Floors, Doors, Plywood,
Wood Siding, Window Frames,
Sashes, Canvas, Convertible CarTops and Other Porous Surfaces

Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Wryesagnuunce the marriage of their
daughter. Carolyn, to Mr. Billy
Walker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Walker, June 15 in the home
Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Thurman.
Only members of the immediate
families were present. Rev. Thurman officiated at the ceremony.
Attending Miss Wrye and Mr.
Walker were Dallas Wrye and
Mrs. Larue Walker.
•• ••
The lubrication oil fe-orn a barel of crude produced in the
Pennsylvania Grade Region is
:once than 23 per Cent- - a sharp
aantrast with the national average of lubricant recovery, which
is less than 3 per cent.

nss
522.511
1 har
floor
Adam
3-5481
ONE

a

celebrated the 350th
OUT OF THE HISTORIC PAST—New York
the Hudson
anniversary of Henry Hudson's explorations of
of the city's
River with a parade which mingled reminders
weapons. They inpast with examples of the latest military
Terrier and the
cluded the Army's Nike-Hercules, the Navy's
Avenue procession
Air Force's Borriarc missiles. The Fifth
(above), bearing
featured 20 Dutch seamen and a colorful float
Moos.
a representation of Hudson's historic vessel, the Half

MURRAY LOAN CO.

Telephone PL 3-2621
506 W. Main St.
ED LOAN CO."
-OWN
HOME
R
"YOU

Although research and refining
have teamed up to nraduce vast
improvements In lubricants, the
natural quality of the crude oil
is still the most important factor
in the performance of any motor
oil. Scientists say that nature
stored her finest crude oil in the
Pennsylvania Grade Region.

•

4
4

The Pennsylvania Grade Crude
Oil Region, where the world's
first and still first oil is produced
has about 78,000 produeing wells
and 16.500 producing gas wells.

FROM 7:00 a.m.

to

I save
regularly

Will Be OPEN Every SUNDAY
8:00 p.m.

for my
MR. FRIENDLY

...... _.--.

SAYS

....li

44
-:

......7...-

4

8:

Finoncical troubles
Come to every soul—
We've helped many men
Get out of a hole.

i

LOANS TO $300

•

FRIENDLY
FINANCE INC.

the
gear
time

FUTURE

honv

bets,
• anti

"Mon and Dad started a savings account
for me when I was just a kid. I'm old enough
now that I can add to it regularly, myself.

reall

And I'm sure proud of the way it mounts up."

BANK of MURRAY

•
NI

—AN
204 South Fourth

Phone PLaza 3-1412

MEMBER

F.D.I.C.

"Put Your Duds In Our Suds"
Why Worry About The Heat? Do Your Washing and Drying in

•

AIR COOLED COMFORT
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COTT

PRINCESS IN PORTUGAL—Prin—
cess Margaret of Great Britain
is shown as she was about to
tour the Jeronimos Cathedral
in Lisbon, Portugal She took
several photos of the exterior
and interior of the historie
structure. The Princess is ha
Portugal for a one-week visit.
- —-

2x4 x8 ECONOMY REDWOOD
'7.50 per hundred
All Lengths CREOSOTE POLES
35 Year Durability

SILI-CLEAR

USEE

Miss Carolyn Vrye,
Mr. Billy Walker
Are Married June 15

OWENS FOOD MARKET

T0403.

A reception was held at th.
home of She blade immadiate.y
foli tveng the ceremony. Centering the brides' table was a
large three tered waddsng cake.
Refsestonents were served t) apmi'xonately 25 persom.
The couple Soft for a sirsrt
wedding nap and plan to make
their Intr. •n Murray.
Out of Loon &Jests were 51 and Mr., T: e.- Bogard and Da%
of Murray and Mrs. Jcohnny Gr..a
Walston of Dexter.
The birde was graduated in Barrington high Sch., 1 in t class of 1958.
Mr. Brigand was graduated from
Murray High School in the ease
I 1938.

WE WANT YOU IF YOU'RE RETIR D.

P.m.

REMEMBER.

1

eelrettll„
blocks fro.

JUST ROSY—Actress Claudie
Laurence adds her touch of
beauty to that of the new
"Garden Party" rose in Paris.
li•rance. The hybrid, tea-yellow with a touch of pink, won
top honors at the Bagatelle
Gardens International Rose
Contest for new varieties. It
was raised by Herbert Swim.

ma
657

10 degrees cooler than outside temperature!

ask,

* LATEST AND MOST MODERN COOLING EQUIPMENT *
- DON'T FORGET

•

tlor
-In
gon
teci
r
ye..

"Appreciation Day"

aro,

EVERY THURSDAY FROM 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.

any

FREE DETERGENT for each washer of clothes!

idol
her

car
Li.,,
Illy

Th f

10 YEAR

MURRAY'S ORIGINAL- SELF-SERVICE LAUNDRY

ReplatemPrit

ta

Guarantee

SPEED WASH LAUNDRETTE •

'00
.
SM
per

gallon
er.C111

ba,
ins;

coach Jim Turner
DR. DOROTHY JEAN — Yankee pitching
in
places a congratulatory kiss on cheek of his daughter
diploma from
Nashville, Tenn, after she received her
Vanderbilt V. Mcdital school at graduation ceremonies.

WE
NEVER
CLOSE

207 South 7th Street

WE
NEVER
CLOSE
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PACE FIVE

manager will give you full details
without obligation. Miss Alma Catlett, P. 0. Box 1004, Paducah,
Kentucky.
6-31C
WOMAN TO LIVE IN AND care
for my mother. Call or see Mrs.
Jack Farmer, 103 North 6th Street,
PLaza 3-1269 or PLaza 3-1378 for
interview.
6-19C

1..1a4:430710
"‘
,

U'LL. FIND IT IN THE WANT* ACPS
looks and works good se alstrr Pickett, Frankfort, Ky.
6-20P
Monitor Portable washer. Practicaly new $30.00 each. Call PLaza SCRATCH PADS GALORE 3x5-in
3-4448 or see at 512 Broad. 6-1)P to 5t,ix8ki-in. 5 & 100 Ledger &
BEDROOM
BRICK HOUSE
Times, PL 3-1916.
1TNS
naferable FHA loan. See at SMALL UPRIGHT PIANO. Excel657 Ryan Mon. Wed. Fri, Sat. lent conditicn. Mildred Gass, call NICE THREE BEDROOM Brick
p.m.
6-22P PLaza 3-4718 after 4:00 p.m. 6-19C home, corner Wuodlawn and Sycamore. Garage with utility space,
ONE ALUMINUM LONE STAR
nice hardwood floors. $10,800 full
USED MACHINE SALE, 1 Singer
boat and 25 hp Johnson Motor.
price. Can be bought as little as
irssole $89.50, I used Singer
See 111 N. 7th. PL 3-1126.
6-20C $350 down
plus closing costs.
ainscde $139.50, 1 used portable
52.2.50, 1 treadle machine $5.00, BIG JACK ANTENNA WITH 40 NEW FOUR BED ROOM BRICK,
two ceramic tile baths, two fire1 hand vaccum c:eaner $7.50, 1 ft stack from
ground up. Call
places, large family room, study
floor cleaner $20.00. Call B:11 PL 3-3129.
6-20P
or den, nice living nem with
Adams, PLaza ?-1757 or PLaza
wall to wall carpet, lots of closet
3-5480, 201 SouCh 13th, Murray.
3 BED ROOM HOUSE WITH space. Garage, large front porch.
TFC
carport, large lot, by owner, 1-.
i s1 Lot 100 x 163. Will trade for
ONE
12-IN ADMIRAL TV Set- Miller. Ccntact L. C. Gilless, 115 smaller
house or farm.
BEAUTY SHOP, Fixtures for five
operators. Air conditioned, very
reasonable rent with heat furnishCROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
ed. Well located. $4.000 full price.
ACROSS
7-Titat is
SEVENTY ACRE FARM on Rock
13151.1 MIE31:13
(abbr.)
LiErlalll a GI
House Creek. Extra good land,
1-Snake
11-Cancels
o CI: C.)
11L2
Eli
4-Step
II-Rain and
good five room house, tobacco
9-Declare
T Mt.
ball'
Oil
barn, stock barn, several other
12-laimprey
10-Succor
MMITI MU ElqUO
13-Vt'lln buffalo
11-Affirmativ•
outbuildings. Two good wells. Year
MOO WORO 0.09
of India
IS-European
round water in creek. $8.000.
14-Falsehood
00 MAMMON 00
capital
15-Bright red
18-Gaelic
NEW THREE BEDROOM Brick
MOM aMa
NOM
17-Sos
20-A continent
Mq0110 OE 0000
house nelir c-Ilege. Two to choose
19-Animal
21-1.0ses
0012011 MOO
enelosur•
molatur•
from. One has gara•ze, the other
20- Land
22- Roam
dai1MOW MOOM00
has carport. Let us show you these
measure
24-A ftersong
001 aPHIRE1mu
21- Apothecary's
25-Choose
places. It will be well worth your
MU2 MAUW0 100'a
weight
26-Recipient of
r•
time if you are interested in a
23-Stopped
gift
:7-Fees
nice house.
21-Pennant
29-Evergreen
IS-Sharp pain
al- Pull tvlth
ROBERTS REALTY, 500 Main St"
33-Rodents
tree
40-Grip
fore.
30-Behold!
34-Tu bilk*
41-Look fixedly 4*-Fi, h eggs
Call PLaza 3-1651
6-20C
It-Chemical
vessel
45-Matures
60-Nolse
suffix
46-Headgear
NatIv•
metal
63-A
continent
32-Region In
(pl.)
47- Minton
1.1.r 1
Asia Minor
NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK
3I-Number
house on Meadow Lane. Large
tabbr.
10 11
1
2
3
6
II
35-For example
living - dining room, pine paneled
36-Tov.ard the
kitchen, bath with vanity, utility
mouth
12
41105 13
37-Room
WO
and carport. Priced to sell. Call
39-111.1es
111
PL 3-3903.
13UU!6UUI
42- Poker stake
.103ts
6-20P
4.1-Meadows
: • 20
:3:9
44-1.arge metal
A.111.•
container
:e.....:M
•
46-Yawning
21 72
4423 24 •UUU2S 26
shy.,
.16.4
45.51uggish
27
241 4.
0
1 29
rf.:51C 30
Si -Three-toed
Vt.%
/1.....
UNFURNISHED DUPLEX apartclothe
34
31
62-Pass into use
. or 111.6
ment and 3 room furnished apartPre'..e
54-French for
II
SAN
ment. Also farm house near Lynn
•:5:4 37
alit 36
"king"
35
63- Vigor
Grove. 306 So. 16th.
6-19P
92
:
0
colloq.
39
AO
66-Rants

FOR

gew York celebrated the 350th
n's explorations of the Hudson
ningled reminders of the city's
est military weapons. They inules, the Navy's Terrier and the
. The Fifth Avenue procession
, a colorful float (above), bearing
historic vessel, the /fall Moos.

•

LOAN CO.
Telephone PL 3-2621
WNED LOAN CO.'
.1•111M.

so

•

EXPERIENCED MAN WANTED
to handle bottled, bulk and tank
gas and appliances for home and
fact' ry. Salary plus commission
and drawing account. Contact
HOUSE TRAILER, indoor toilet Telephone Answering Service. PL
and bath. 300 Woodlawn. Phone 3-3786,
6-20C
PLaza 3-3300,
6-20P
WANTED WOMEN IN MURRAY,
Kentucky to live in homes, people
to care for the sick and aged.
RE-MOVEIT-iiiEE Care of children during the day.
Pi ‘fript scribe, Trucks dispatched Maids, day woi kers, cooks and
by tvio-way tadio. Call collect waitresses. If you qualify and
Mayfield, Phone 433. If no answer want one of these jobs you are
ail! collect Union City, Tennessee, asked ta register with the State
phone TU 5-9361
TFC Employment Service, 319 South

UUUZS
ii
UUU.pr$42
...m.
44 4.5
kW

:•;.s'4,

DOWN
1-Roman
bronze
2-Dry, se wine
3-Becalm
4-Seasoning
0-Cornered
11-Emnist

:AM
44 47

;040:
2.4tV
49 50

41.048

W1 52 53
gt
.7.•.•.,5xI.
:
?a:56
037
55•
get!:
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. id
Si

BASEMENT APT., 3 ROOM. bath,
private entrance, all utilities furnished. $45.00 month. PL 3-5870.
6-22P
FOUR R 00 M UNFURNISHED
apartment. 405 Ean. Phone PL 356E2 days, nights PL 3-1264. 6-19C

by A 4.MIR
[Erie ItaRky earthier]
awry,* f INN

NOW TRY ROSS GAS and save. Seventh Street, Mayfield, KentucBottled, bulk, tanks and appli- ky. Telephone CH 7-3857.
6-20C
ances. Phone PL 3-3786.
6-20C
BOY TO WASH CARS ON SaturTHIS IS TO FURTHER PUT on day's. Apply at Ray's Gulf Station,
notice all those dealing with Mrs. 9th and Sycamore.
ITC
Alice Page that I will not and
cannot be held responsible for
the payment of any indebtedness
she may contract. We are no
longer husband and wife, having BULL DOZER WORK. NO JOB
been ci,vorced in 1958, and under too rough or too smooth. All I
the decree of the curt, I am not ask is a try. Phone PLaza 3-47712e
liable to discharge ary obligation after 5:00 p.m. or contact Fred
incurteu by her.
McClure, 300 Wouellawn or WilB. W. Page
6-20P
liam Kinsoluing.
6-20P
-

WANTED

FFOR SALE
SALE STARTING FRIDAY morning July 19 at Cammie & Pearl's
Fabr:c Shop. Everything reduced
to cost. One dress length will be
given away Saturday evening at
00. Everyone register.
6-20P
4:-. -

ad started a savings account
: just a kid. I'm old enough
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ICE CREAM TRAILER,
3 taylor solf ice cream machines,
large refrigeration storage, 3 compartment sink, complete fountain,
3 malt makers, and many other
items This trailer is completely
portable for long or short distance
WANTED
,
hauling. Can see at Blue Grass
XVOSI CALT-ING-7-MATURE wom- Motel. Aurora, Ky. or write Bait
en who need to earn! An Avon 32-B, Murray.
6-22C

ENELP
•

4th & POPLAR

ONE OF THE

'SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at 4th & Main

BIG "4"

Phone PLaza 3-2547

411111•111111111111111111•1111111.111111111111111/'
SELL YOUR WHEAT
at
Hazel Grain & Milling Co.

Dodge

Hazel, Kentucky

-

ne-e-er e5c1 -tait t feel that thlr up With
!"TER 11
,1
to
•OU
gave Sylvia Rail a unwarranted- this eritlre pro
0Ir
•
mu s I.
1 icy the thousant tab as sn ce""re
We're gitt mg somewhere
lasifet stared at ne :ack idol
the st.-ength ot ner sat •107 Serteinne ne nan wen seeing
Sellers said to Giciding• 'open
'mint Frank Sellers asked Moe
emirs things
up the ,lettk Leta take
tinier Jasper.
'"a
Framed" ne screame ci
-if t"Pi '!"aks ''!""co
That's right I relied on her I going tc open 't " Jasper said 'Framed'
pianteo
that.
You
honesty." Jasper replied
•
think
vou
have.
and I Joni
Fhat s ii plant' That s a trnme!
"How lone nad you known her „arc. warrant
That -"
before you gave het this thous"I'll soon zet 'me." sellers told
voice trailed away .nto
His
and [nicks 7"
him 'On the strength of what silence
"Not very icing I tell you i you ye saki I can get it."
-Viihat do you Know, SAlicrs
really know very little aboat her."
"No von cruet." Jasper said
said 'So it's a plant is it? You
"How did she nappen to come
Sellers evoked at Giddinge and can tell it to the fudge - I II set
to von with this story?"
frowned
you money this is the missing
"1 met nee"
Giddings looked at Sylvia
idol from the Crockett collection."
"Where did you meet her?"
Sylvia
caught
some
Abruptly
You
Sylvia was on net feet
Jasper tried to loos to Sylvia signal Prom Jasper and clamped double crosser" she thrteked.
for a signal Sellers grabbed him her ups Shut in a firm. deter• 'You tom me you C taken care
by the shoulders and spun Men . mined line ot silence
ot that You told me seer the
around.
'Now wait a minllte:. Seller'
, phone that vou nad all the evi"S'ie came to me." Jasner said. said 'Let's do some thinking denee removed anti_
-.,
b
"She rind neard I was interested Donald Lam was here earlier in
0otit
op - Jasper shouted. with
In certain otioects ot art She the evening and ne got ,waten such concentrated venom in ma
He
it
would
was
looking
for
some voice that Sylvia caught herself
be up
wanted to know it
worth a thousand dollars to me thing
ne was sn the wrong in mid-sentence
beautiful
very
oefore
"art
old,
nail
the
very
He
get
a
track
to
'It's ill right." Sellers said.
the horse He thought Sylvia was beaming at the tam at ttmm
pie," of jade"
"You lying dog!" Sylvia the-Now, wait a minute Did
We don t neeo your story any
He's not that dumb He's mor. We've got ell we need on
screamed at nim 'You Commis• he?
alone() me to get those pude idols been bird dogging somethrng."
both at vou right now "
"And he got beaten up," GidIrons the Crockett oollection and
Sellers picked up the phone,
promised me S thousand bucks dings said.
Mated neadquartere. said. -This Is
apiece' You didn't give me the
"No doubt about that." Sellers Frank Sellers I'm out at the rexthousand dollars until I gave you told hind 'The evidence Is there 'Orme of Mortimer Jasper 62S6
Cot
nave
both
idol.I'd
all
right"
1 think the
the first
Carrolton Drive.
"1 know nothing about it. I had guy us a fence
We've discovof them at the one time. but
Dean Crockett had one of them , nothing to do with it I have ered a lade idol in nix wasteincited up when I grabbed the never seen this man before," Jea- basket It's green jade with a big
per said.
nnie one"
ruby set deep in the forehead. 1
"But the officers came here think it's the missing Crockett
"Now that's better," Inspector
asked.
Thad ,Giddings said, seating him- with Lam?" Sellers
idol
-That's right."
"Giddings Is here with me 1
self. "Sit down, folks, let's be
nevyou'd
told
them
"And
you
comfortable."
want a radio car sent out to sew
before?"
him
er
seen
Sellers
know!"
"What do you
the place up I'm corning into
"Right"
headquarters with Sylvia Hadley
said. grinning.
"So." Sellers said to Giddings. and 8 private detective named
"That is a complete fabricsnon." Jasper said with dignity "he knew that ne was getting Lam I'm going to make an af"In view of the accusation. I am tnvolved in things He's had an fidavit and get a search wargoing to insist that I be permit- hour or two to clean things up rant as soon as we get that idol
ted to get in touch with my law• We probably aren't going to find identified I want Mrs Crockett
tri the alerted so that w• can have ner
anything, Incriminating yer." I
You got
identify the idol.
"Anlijr objection to our looking whole Joint"
"1 can assure you, you won't." 1 that' All right, have everything
around?" Sellers asked.
Jasper said. "But not because I in realness. I want this piece
"For what ?"
"To see it you've got a jade have cleaned things up, as you sewed up tight until I get back
think
with a search warrant.
Idol ot that sort kicking around , term it.
Sellers walked over the office we're solving the Crockett murhere "
around.
der along with the theft."
"I can assure you I don't have looking
Jasper, now sure of his ground,
Sellers turned to Giddings and
anything ot the sort.
warwithout
a
search
"Not
safe'"
said.
said, "You go call a prowl car,
"How about that
Thad. Fell them to keep an eye
•'There's a time lock on it.'It rant, Officer."
"I can phone up and get a on this guy Tell them to get
card be opened ontil nine n'elocjc
tomorrow morning Mat is for search warrant and we can Walt here fast, to namicuft Ohm and
my protection in case of burglars rig ht nere and see you don't arrest him if they have to, tor
• touch anything," Sellers said.
having stolen property in his posThat is all"
Jasper grinned "Dc that. On session. dait I'd prefer tu wait
"Any objection to our coming
you
have
information
that
the
until we've had a positive identibark in the morning to see whorl
so tar, try getting a search war- fication. However, tell the radio
monde 7"
officers to ride nerd on him and
"I . I can assure you there rant."
Sellers kicked the wastebasket not to let him out of their sight."
Is no such jade idol In there."
Jasper's face was 5 sickly
"How about the rest of the out into the open.
"Looks as though you'd been kreco. "The Crockett murder," tie
place"" Sellers asked.
out
a
lot
of
files
after
said. "Oh, no!"
"1 nave no objection to you cleaning
looking around," Jasper said. "I you knew that you were In
said.
ne
trouble,"
nowever,
that
can assure you.
Donald Is sticking out hill
He looked down at the torn
this charge Is entirety without
Deck again: "i hurried our to
foundation and any search would envelopes, the crumpled letters„ the sedan in the di-Bro.% ay I
and then suddenly something
be completely frintleeri
pot on gloites and tried the
Sellers moved over toward the caught teis eye He snot its nand
down into the wastebasket, felt door. It ‘3,3414
desk
The story continues tomorroW.
"I have nothing to conceal," around for a Minute, then carnal
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or TRADE I

A NEW CAR
BRING HIM TO
Taylor -oturs
WHERE HE CAN
GET MOPE
When He uy's

abelllaw 41anirr. •1•••••••••11 w12.4 lesters. Indlonift
-

E

WANTING

NOTICE

FOR RENTj

10,32 m

DAD'S
BEEN

FURNISHED AP ARTIMEiNT, TWO
bedrooms, private bath and entrance-air-ccnditioned. Phone PL
3-3291 days and PL 3-5402 after
5 p.m.
6-20C

Top Market Prices

PS.our cars will please'moms too!

Sacks Available
.
_
LIL' ABNER

KO!!-yoU
CAN'T GO TO
THE NIGHT
aASEBALL
.F If

by Al Capp
(-"OH AH HATES THET
RASCAL/NIT!AH OCTA
GOOD MIND TO TAKE A
0.477-71-cJEST TO SPOIL
EVRYTHIAG FOR HIM.r.5

IT HAN'T E4SEESALL 11
AH M INTERESTED IN!!
AH'D MEREL'i LIKE TO
SIT NEAR A 5CN PP

GASPY-WHUTISAH DOIN
A H DON'T HATE AN'11301:71
THIS ls/lUCH

ill

by Ernie Bushmilier

HURRY, AUNT FRITZ'-WE'LL BE LATE FOR THE
DRIVE - IN
MOVIE

CAN'T YOU
GO ANY
FASTER?

PLEASE
HURRY

THEN I WASTED THE
BOTTLE

OF VITAMIN

PILLS I DUMPED IN
THE GAS
TANK

by Raeburn Van Buren

ABB1E an' SLATS

I WATCHED YOU MOVE IN- I FOUND
OUT YOU WERE NEWLYWEDS AND
THAT YOU'D BE KIND TO
MV BABY. WHEN I
WENT TO WORK FOR
I KNEW THAT
1
IF I TALKED , I'D
,
/R GIVE MYSELF AWAY -,
YOU'D FIND OUT I
'•
WAS THE BABY'S

YOu'VE MADE YOUR PoINT,
MISTER. SHELL TAKE YOU BACk
NOW TELL ME, NORA- WHY DID
YOU LEAVE THE KID ON OUR
DOORSTEP, AND WHY -

IOU MEAN YOU'RE
REALLY GOING To "TRY
AND OR A HUSBANDAND A FATHER'

REAL MOTWER
!

vrtr

- •••••••

vr•

.44,4444.04- • wwwa.
,
41118111111.
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In 1887. Heinrich Hertz shots 'd
that Wares emitted by an electoo
spark produced another spark in
3
nearby loios of wire. These
sHertzian Waves" are the Issis
of radio.

Farm produce constituted the
entire export trade of Sierra Le-11 Irridescent fingernail polish is I
.rie. West Africa. in 1928. but on- I derived from guanine. a waste!
Is 48 per cent of t he total in I product found in th eair bladder!
1955, the remainder being mink
sardines.
I
I
t'rats.
; VIM .• •
1

Head The Ledger Classifieds
---,

ity
ou1
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THE NATIONAL TRAGEDY—Here is where four deaths gilded to the record highway death toll
the Memo!ial Lay weekend. This is at Bath. N. Y., a head-on crash which killed Norman
Branche, 25, Pranchenis Dillon, 25, Annette Garabedian, Is, and Annette's mother Marguerite,55.
scenes may seem, the President
invariably is chatting to his visitors at the time about the viciss.tudes of being photographed
hitehOuse
netantly.
Some recent samples of EisenCASSELS
By LOUIS
hower conversation while being
United Press International
Sy 'MERRIMAN SMITH
captured on film.
WASHINGTON — UPI — Nearly
UPI White House RePaissr
— "I never know wh'eh •tep
16 million American children —
WASHINGTON t UPI) —Back- Ito stand on. but I do know thisone out of every three youngsters
Tie.
stairs - at the Wtrite Howe:
if I stand -on the wising
under 15 — were injured last year
Maybe it was resiveness or the *hose fellcws will let know right
in accidents.
beautiful s.pring weather. but away." while posing on the north
Stud:es by the U. S. Public
President Eisenhower went far portico with Harnmarekjold.
Health service show that a, third
a short early m in-Ong walk the
— "'They always ask me 'to
of the fatal accidents, and more
other day.
; smile. so I just show my teeth."
than half the non-fatal accidents,
He had invited Dag Hammar- I said to the officers of the Aemeroccurred while children were in
skjold. the United Nations Secre- I ican Bar Association while posthe oinsrssod "safety" of tneir
tary-General. to breakfast at 7:45 , tog in the White House garden.
homes.
3. m.
— °Ms last really gsixi golf
have
been
Most accidents could
About 20 minutes befi-t' the ; I played wa, at Cherry Hills in
taken reasonable precautions. sad
U. N. official arrived. Eisenhower 11956." Thai: raft-sr:el ti thin period
Dr. Leroy E. Burney. Surgeon
came out of the north panne%) of ! just before his heart attack in
Genera: of the Public Hes.,Ith Serthe White House with Depo'y Denver. and was said to a group
vice.
Secretary of State C. Douglas D—
f savings assocnation executives
To cut down accidents among
ion and together they went ! r p .sitig with him in his office.
children, the Public Health Serva sh:,rt stroll.
ice and the CM:siren's Bureau
The presaient remained inside
When a presidential motorcade
made a list of safety tips for parthe high icon fence surrounding moves through Washington or
ents.
the White House grounds, walk- any other American city. the
Here are some recommendsing along h:s own sidewalks as spectators usually remark about
lions:
he chatted with Dillon.
the presence of a car far back in ,
Use hioh shelves or locked cupIt WXS nothing to match the the parade. a chuffeured limougarboards to st-re lye, bleaches,
ear:v morning performances of sne svith no passengers.
den vrays. rat bait. kerosene,
former Pree:dent Truman. but
The explanation is simple: like
insect powders. ammonia, permanevertheless. something new for a spare tire, this is a spare car ;
nent wave solutions, turpettine.. Eiserth
er.
for the President in case the vemoth crystals, cleaning fluids, and
hicle in wh::h he is riding
furniture polish. About 600 000
Several times a Wei k. and breaks down..
children, mostly under age two, sornetiftle daily. the
President.
Sometimes the spare is put to
are poisoned each year by swat- cut of necessity,
public relations use when the President decides ,
lowing household poisons.
and rood will. poses for news during a proces.sii.m to stift from I
Drain old medicine bottles down pictures with
delegations that an open to a closed car, or vice
the toilet before throwing them c me to call on him.
versa.
away.
The neweimper readers of the
Never keep sleeping pillsi aspi- nation. to say
nothing of the telerin, poisons or drugs in unlocked vis)on
viewers, see countless
bathroom cabinets.
ph tographs of the chief executThe 30 commonly known infecIf you use flavored medicines. ive engaged
in what seems to be tious diseases which attack swine
be sure to tell your child it is ea:Meet concert-3'1'ton with prom- amount for an annual loss of 210
medicine. Don't trick him int, .nent
thinkins it's candy.
business
like
However
the million dollars to U. S farmers
Neave a sleep.rg child
Cornell University's forestry
e house, even for a few
ale,
to cross streets only at cross- school was the first of its kind in ,
miflu
walks with :he traffic light Be- the U S.
Check window screens annually
fore crossing a street with your
to make sure they are fastened child,
rem.nd him to look in both
Since 11964. 100 000 persons have
securely and the wire is not
directions—don't let hint depend been bur:ed in Arlington Nationrusted.
an you to look. Always make sure al Cemetery At the present averString clotheslines sn high that
no child is playing in the drive- age rate _I 90 burials a week,
children cannot run into them.
way before backing out a car. the cemetery's 420 acres will be
If you have venetian blinds
Then (heck again.
completely filled in 1970.
cut open the loop at the end of
the cords to elimirate the tisane.
of a child getting his head caught
in a norse. (You'd be surprised
how often it happens.)
Buy electric appliances that
bear the safety label sf Under
writers Laboratories. Repla cc
worn cords promply. Tape over
unused electric outlets within a
child's reach. Don't use portable
electric healers in bathrooms.
Inspect toys frequently to be
sure they have not become clangenius, flow, use Don't put a
small enough to go into his
mouth. Securely fasten buttoneye+ on stuffed animals, wheels
on toy cars.
If you own guns, be sure they
ore unloaded and kept du: • f
children's reach Lock smmun •
tion in a container or closet.
Children who see TV westerns
may learn how to load a gm.
Always place a firescreen in
front of a fireplace in use. Never
leave a chili alon ewith a lighted
stove, candle or lamp.
Doreen and Bruce look Calm, lounging in &tenths!' home.
Keep knives:. jeep-eke, scissors. ,
needles and 'Other sharp utensils
out of reach.
. If yeti store lawrimowsrs. hedge
clippers. saws or machinery your garage or basement kf
the doors cloyed.
When coifing, turn the handles,
of pans on the stove sway from
the front, sea that a 'child can't
pull (hem over.
When
young
children
Dr,
about. use !able teats instead of
tablecloths that hang over n r
table edge.' A tddler's tug rr ,
bring hot coffee or soup down r.

How To Keep Your
Child Alive
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for as little as a couple of
dimes a day.
... you can own ...
YOUR CHOICE
2-Pc. Twin SECTIONAL SOFAS
or 2-Pc. Deluxe SOFA and CHAIR
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Only Rowe has
all nine of these
Qua!;ty Features
• Frames of kiln
•Flexible
dried hart.nibe
"spring-edge"
wood lumber
irseat
• Each par; Sc.
curatels ma. • Shape retain•
ing hiIing ma.
• cAls
d bled
wrists
Astern
with T•square
• Exclusive
precision
Rowe Perma•
•i
pu
p rr n
h
sceoail
Cushioning
(foam. rubber
Construction
at extra cost)
• Resilient contoured back • Hand tailor•
spring coning by skilled
stri ii, fl
crdismen

It's smart to put your dimes in a
Rowe — and just look what you con
get for just a few of them o day ...
smart styling, lasting comfort and
value and Rowe construction . . . all
at a budget price! They easily con-

form to cny decorating scheme .
outstanding in utility and beauty
here is modern living room furniture that
captures the ease of today's casual
living! Choose the cover you like from
a wide selection of patterns and colors.

COME IN AND SEE THIS FURNITURE . . . TALK IT OVER WITH
US ... imE
WANT THIS FURNITURE IN YOUR HOME • . . WELL BE GLAD
TO ARRAId1
/
4,E
"DIME SIZE" CREDIT TERMS.
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An adult should be present
when
seriall children
play in !
bathtubs to prevent welding or
drowning.
Keep matches out of reach of
young children Teach older children to use matches irately.
Keep stairs free. Teach children to put away tops that might
rause fall. Avoid high polish cm
floors. Small rugs should have
non-skid backing.
Teach children to have a healthy fear of movirg vehicles and

Part-nix, Mr. and Mrs. Sterling Raker, In hospital.
SET PARENTS ON FiRE—Authorlties in Jackson. Mich., are
pondering the case of the Baker children, Dot "n, 15, and
Bruce, 11, who admitted dousing their patents with gasoline and setting them afire while they slept. The parents
were burned severely. The children were taken in custody.
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